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 After reading this chapter, you should be able to: 

   LO 8-1  Identify the major determinants of effective 
performance management.  page 348  

   LO 8-2  Discuss the three general purposes of performance management.  page 350  

   LO 8-3  Identify the five criteria for effective performance 
management systems.  page 352  

   LO 8-4  Discuss the four approaches to performance management, the specific 
techniques used in each approach, and the way these approaches compare 
with the criteria for effective performance management systems.  page 357  

   LO 8-5  Choose the most effective approach to performance 
measurement for a given situation.  page 376  

   LO 8-6  Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of the different 
sources of performance information.  page 377  

   LO 8-7  Choose the most effective source(s) for performance 
information for any situation.  page 377  

   LO 8-8  Distinguish types of rating errors, and explain how to 
minimize each in a performance evaluation.  page 386  

   LO 8-9  Conduct an effective performance feedback session.  page 388  

   LO 8-10  Identify the cause of a performance problem.  page 391   

  L E A R N I N G  O B J E C T I V E S 
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>>>  ENTER THE WORLD OF BUSINESS 

Most companies have a unique set of core val-
ues that they believe contribute to business 
success through distinguishing them from com-
petitors and helping create a brand image in 
the eyes of customers, clients, employees, and 
the general public. For example, Heineken NV, 
one of the world’s brewing giants, with 85,000 
employees and more than 250 brands operating 
in more than 140 breweries in 70-plus countries, 
has a distinguished set of core values. These 
values include ‘Enjoyment’ (bringing enjoyment 
to life), ‘Respect’ (respect for individuals, society 
and the planet) and ‘Passion’ (passion for qual-
ity). They represent what Heineken intends to 
stand for as a corporate citizen, a business part-
ner and an employer.

Studies have shown that companies’ fixation 
on hitting financial targets often works against 
producing sustainable growth. One study found 
that the highest financial returns were achieved 
at companies whose CEOs had challenging 
financial goals and communicated a vision of the 
company beyond making profits, such as creat-
ing an innovative product, providing greater 
customer service, or improving the quality of life. 
Despite the importance of values it is challenging 
to define them in behavioural terms so they can 
be measured and included as part of a perfor-
mance management system. Also, the results of 
a Society for Human Resource Management sur-
vey on performance management highlights the 
complexity of values for performance manage-
ment. Survey results showed that over 85% of HR 
professionals agree it is more difficult to manage 
employee behaviours underlying values than it is 
to manage job performance. But it can be done. 

   Performance Management Is About 
Work and How Work Gets Done

Many companies are taking on the challenge 
of redesigning their performance management 
systems to ensure that they are evaluating not 
only what employees get accomplished but also 
how they get it accomplished. Van Lanschot 
Bankiers, the largest independent Dutch private 
bank, for example, stimulates both superiors and 
employees to provide feedback, based on the 
bank’s core values (‘we are Ambitious, Commit-
ted, Independent and Professional’). This feed-
back is then used by the employee as a basis for 
a discussion with colleagues and a manager for 
the performance review. Subsequently, a personal 
development plan is drawn up and personal tar-
gets are formulated.

Heineken improved its Performance Manage-
ment process further in 2012 by more explicitly 
integrating performance with its core values and 
related behaviours. Before, a significant part of 
the appraisal was influenced solely by the com-
pany results (‘what’ was accomplished), limiting 
individual accountability. How these results were 
accomplished was not explicitly and consistently 
incorporated, but in fact decoupled from the 
‘what’ objectives. Furthermore, a 3-point rating 
scale didn’t allow sufficient performance differen-
tiation. In 2012 a new performance management 
structure was implemented for all senior manag-
ers. With this structure, Heineken has created 
a clear distinction between the short-term vari-
able pay agreement for bonus calculation and 
an Annual Performance Agreement (APA) which 
rewards an employee based on how they achieve 
their objectives. 

In the APA, an employee’s individual objec-
tives (‘what’) are defined by using five categories 

CONTINUED
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(strategy, leadership, technical mastery, people & 
culture, and sustainability). Furthermore, a newly 
developed Leadership Competency model is intro-
duced, consisting of six behaviours (drives to win, 
focuses externally, thinks globally, fosters collabora-
tion, engages & inspires others, and develops peo-
ples and teams) on which managers are rated using 
a five-point scale. This system provides behavioural 
anchors (‘how’ things are done) to support perfor-
mance evaluation in the five objective categories 

(‘what’ was accomplished). This way, Heineken is 
able to include its core values and related behav-
iours into its performance management system 
and so encourage sustainable performance and 
growth of both its employees and organization. 
This system will be extended to lower levels within 
the organization in 2013–2015.

 SOURCES: Based on K. Tyler, “Evaluating Values,” HR Magazine, April 
2011, pp. 57–62; www.vanlanschot.nl; www.annualreport.heineken
.com; www.engspain.com/site_media/files/SP69/Heineken.pdf.     

   Introduction  
 Companies that seek competitive advantage through employees must be able 
to manage the behavior and results of all employees. Traditionally, the formal 
performance appraisal system was viewed as the primary means for manag-
ing employee performance. Performance appraisal was an administrative duty 
performed by managers and was primarily the responsibility of the human 
resource function. Managers now view performance appraisal as an annual 
ritual—they quickly complete the form and use it to catalog all the nega-
tive information they have collected on an employee over the previous year. 
Because they may dislike confrontation and feel that they don’t know how to 
give effective evaluations, some managers spend as little time as possible giving 
employees feedback. Not surprisingly, most managers and employees dislike 
performance appraisals. “Time-consuming,” “frustrating,” “dread,” “burden,” 
and “pain” are some of the words that come to employees’ minds when giving 
or receiving performance reviews.  1   Some of the reasons include the lack of con-
sistency of use of performance appraisals across the company; inability to dif-
ferentiate among different performance levels; and the inability of the appraisal 
system to provide useful data for development, to help employees build their 
skills and competencies, or to build a high-performance culture.  2   

 Some have argued that all performance appraisal systems are flawed to the 
point that they are manipulative, abusive, autocratic, and counterproductive. 
It is important to realize that the criticisms voiced about annual performance 
appraisals shown in  Table 8.1  are not the result of evaluating employee perfor-
mance. Rather, they result from how the performance management system is 
developed and used. If done correctly, performance appraisal can provide sev-
eral valuable benefits to both employees and the company. An important part of 
appraising performance is to establish employee goals, which should be tied to 
the company’s strategic goals. As the chapter opener illustrates, both what gets 
accomplished and how it gets accomplished should be evaluated. The perfor-
mance appraisal process tells top performers that they are valued by the com-
pany. It requires managers to at least annually communicate to employees their 
performance strengths and deficiencies. A good appraisal process ensures that 
all employees doing similar jobs are evaluated according to the same standards. 
The use of technology, such as the web, can reduce the administrative burden of 
performance appraisal and improve the accuracy of performance reviews. Also, 
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CHAPTER 8 Performance Management 347

 “Feedback needs to happen more than once or twice a year. We thought that the 
traditional annual review was a crutch for managers to do just that and no more.”
—Rebecca Henry, director of human resources at Zappos 
 The annual performance review is “. . . physical and mental turmoil. I don’t think 
that people realize when you’re about to go into one of these review sessions, the 
heart rate goes up, the palms get sweaty, it’s a physical reaction.”—Jacob Palmer, a 
recruiter for Zappos 
 “No one could convince me that there was any value to it. You’ve got to be able 
to explain the process to a 10-year-old. You want to talk to me once a year about 
what I did for the whole year? What if I told my kids that I was going to give them a 
once-a-year discussion on their behavior? Sometimes we do stupid things.”
—Dan Walker, former chief talent officer at Apple Inc. 
 “. . . mainstream management is embedded in, and relies on, a culture of domina-
tion . . . the performance review is the biggest hammer management has.”
—Samuel A. Culbert, author of  Get Rid of the Performance Review  
 “Even surprise good reviews are bad because if employees don’t know they’re 
doing well, you are not reinforcing that behavior, or you run the risk of losing a real 
good employee.”—Cindy Gerathy, HR manager at Belimo Aircontrols Inc. 

 SOURCE: From A. Fox, “Curing What Ails Performance Reviews,”  HR Magazine,  January 2009, pp. 52–56; S. 
Culbert,  Get Rid of the Performance Review  (New York: Business Plus, 2010); and R. Pyrillis, “The Reviews Are In,” 
 Workforce Management,  May 2011, pp. 20–25. 

 Table 8.1 
 Examples of 
Problems with 
Traditional Annual 
Performance 
Reviews 

a properly conducted appraisal can help the company identify the strongest and 
weakest employees. It can help legally justify many HRM decisions such as pro-
motions, salary increases, discipline, and layoffs.  

 We believe that performance appraisal is only one part of the broader process 
of performance management. We define    performance management    as the pro-
cess through which managers ensure that employees’ activities and outputs are 
congruent with the organization’s goals. Performance management is central to 
gaining competitive advantage. 

 Our performance management system has three parts: defining performance, 
measuring performance, and feeding back performance information. First, a per-
formance management system specifies which aspects of performance are rele-
vant to the organization, primarily through job analysis (discussed in Chapter 4). 
Second, it measures those aspects of performance through    performance appraisal    ,  
which is only one method for managing employee performance. Third, it provides 
feedback to employees through    performance feedback    sessions so they can adjust 
their performance to the organization’s goals. Performance feedback is also ful-
filled through tying rewards to performance via the compensation system (such as 
through merit increases or bonuses), a topic to be covered in Chapters 11 and 12. 

 In this chapter, we examine a variety of approaches to performance manage-
ment. First we provide a brief summary of current performance management 
practices. Next, we present a model of performance that helps us examine the 
system’s purposes. Then we discuss specific approaches to performance manage-
ment and the strengths and weaknesses of each. We also look at various sources 
of performance information. The errors resulting from subjective assessments of 
performance are presented, as well as the means for reducing those errors. Then 
we discuss some effective components to performance feedback. Finally, we 
address components of a legally defensible performance management system.   

    Performance 
Management  
 The means through 
which managers ensure 
that employees’ activi-
ties and outputs are 
congruent with the 
organization’s goals.   

    Performance 
Appraisal  
 The process through 
which an organization 
gets information on 
how well an employee 
is doing his or her job.   

    Performance 
Feedback  
 The process of pro-
viding employees 
information regarding 
their performance 
effectiveness.   
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348 CHAPTER 8 Performance Management

  The Practice of Performance Management 
  Several recent surveys of human resource professionals suggest that most 
companies’ performance management practices require annual paper-driven 
reviews that include both behaviors and business goals.  3   While many compa-
nies use performance management to manage employee performance and make 
pay decisions, less than 25% of the companies use performance management 
to help manage talent through identifying training needs and developing lead-
ership talent. Sixty-six percent of companies used the same performance man-
agement system across all levels of the organization. Unfortunately, more than 
60% of employees say reviews don’t help their future performance. Eight in 
ten companies conduct performance appraisals and of those 72% report being 
only somewhat satisfied, not very satisfied, or extremely dissatisfied with the 
appraisal process. Forty-five percent of employees feel that their manager con-
sistently communicates to them about their performance throughout the year 
and in between formally scheduled performance reviews. Only 28% of compa-
nies have automated their performance management system.   

  The Process of Performance Management   
  As you may have already figured out from the chapter introduction and your 
own experiences, many employees and managers dislike the annual perfor-
mance review. Although performance management does include the once or 
twice a year formal appraisal or evaluation meeting, effective performance 
management is a process, not an event.  Figure 8.1  shows the performance man-
agement process. As shown in the process model, providing feedback and the 
formal performance evaluation are important but they are not the only impor-
tant parts of an effective performance management process that contributes to 
the company’s competitive advantage.  4   Also, visible CEO and senior manage-
ment support for the system are necessary. This ensures that the system is con-
sistently used across the company, appraisals are completed on time, and giving 
and receiving performance feedback is an accepted part of the company culture. 
The first two steps of the performance management process involve identify-
ing what the company is trying to accomplish (goals or objectives), a set of key 
performance dimensions that represent critical factors or drivers that influence 
the goals or objectives, and then develop performance measures for the key per-
formance dimensions.  5   The first step in the performance management process 
starts with understanding and identifying important performance outcomes 
or results. Typically, these outcomes or results benefit customers, the employ-
ees’ peers or team, and the organization itself. The company’s and department 
or team’s strategy, mission, and values play an important part in determining 
these outcomes. Chapter 2 pointed out that most companies pursue some type 
of strategy to reach revenue, profit, and market share goals. Divisions, depart-
ments, teams, and employees must align their goals and behaviors, and choose 
to engage in activities that help achieve the organization’s strategy and goals. 
The second step of the process involves understanding the process (or how) to 
achieve the goals established in the first step. This includes identifying measur-
able goals, behaviors, and activities that will help the employee achieve the per-
formance results. The goals, behaviors, and activities should be measurable so 
that the manager and employee can determine if they have been achieved. The 

 LO 8-1 
 Identify the major 
determinants of effec-
tive performance 
management. 
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Step 2
Develop employee goals,
behavior, and actions to

achieve outcomes

Step 3
Provide support and

ongoing performance 
discussions

Step 4
Evaluate performance

Step 5
Identity improvements

needed

Step 6
Provide consequences

for performance 
results

Step 1
Define performance

outcomes for company
division and department
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goals, activities, and behaviors should be part of the employee’s job description. 
Step three in the process, organizational support, involves providing employ-
ees with training, necessary resources and tools, and frequent feedback com-
munication between the employee and manager focusing on accomplishments 
as well as issues and challenges influencing performance. For effective perfor-
mance management managers and employees have to value feedback and regu-
larly exchange it. Managers need to make time to provide feedback as well as 
train in how to give and receive it. Step four involves performance evaluation, 
that is, when the manager and employee discuss and compare the targeted per-
formance goal and supporting behaviors with the actual results. This typically 
involves the annual or biannual formal performance review. As we will see later 
in the chapter there are many ways to help make this formal review more of 
a performance conversation designed to identify and discuss opportunities to 
improve and less of a one-way evaluation by the manager. One way to make 
the formal evaluation more effective is for managers to engage in frequent per-
formance conversations with employees rather than wait for the formal annual 
review (step 3). The final steps of the performance management cycle involve 
the employee and manager identifying what the employee (with help from the 

 Figure 8.1 
 Model of the Effective Performance Management Process  

 SOURCE: Based on E. Pulakos, R. Mueller-Hanson, R. O’Leary, and M. Meyrowitz,  Building a High-Performance Culture: A Fresh Look at 
Performance Management  (Alexandria, VA: SHRM Foundation, 2012); H. Aguinis, “An Expanded View of Performance Management,” in 
J. W. Smith and M. London (eds.),  Performance Management  (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 2009), pp. 1–43; and J. Russell and L. Russell, 
“Talk Me through It: The Next Level of Performance Management,”  T   1   D,  April 2010, pp. 42–48. 
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350 CHAPTER 8 Performance Management

manager) can do to capitalize on performance strengths and address weak-
nesses (step 5) and providing consequences for achieving (or failing to achieve) 
performance outcomes (step 6). This includes identifying training needs, adjust-
ing the type or frequency of feedback the managers provides to the employee, 
clarifying, adjusting, or modifying performance outcomes, and discussions of 
behaviors or activities that need improvement or relate to new priorities based 
on changes or new areas of emphasis in organizational or department goals. 
Achieving performance results may relate to compensation (salary increases, 
cash bonuses), recognition, promotion, development opportunities, and con-
tinued employment. This depends on the purposes the company decides on 
for the performance management system (see our discussion in the section 
“Purposes of Performance Management”). Finally, it is important to realize that 
what employees accomplish (or fail to accomplish) and their consequences help 
shape changes in the organizational business strategy and performance goals 
and the ongoing performance management process. Evaluating the effective-
ness of the performance management system is necessary to determine needed 
changes. This could include gathering comments about the managers’ and 
employees’ concerns about the system, analyzing rating data to determine if 
they are being affected by rating errors, reviewing objectives for their qual-
ity, and studying the relationship between employees meeting objectives and 
department and organizational results.  

 For example, Hilton Worldwide decided to develop a new performance 
management system from scratch to create a consistent process for helping its 
employees improve.  6   The new system is business-focused and easy to adminis-
ter and use. The goal of the system is encouraging performance conversations 
between managers and employees outside of formal review meetings. The sys-
tem focuses on what gets done and how it gets done by assessing behaviors and 
competencies. Managers set objectives at the beginning of the year and check 
in with employees at the middle of the year to discuss how they are perform-
ing. Managers enter comments on employees’ performance directly into the 
online performance management system. Managers and employees can enter 
more comments about performance between the mid-year and end-of-year 
review. This encourages continuous feedback between managers and employ-
ees outside of the formal midyear and end of year review meetings. A recent 
survey showed that employee satisfaction with the new performance manage-
ment process increased by 37% compared to the prior system. The “Integrity in 
Action” box shows how company leaders’ behavior can help create a culture 
that encourages performance feedback and recognition.    

  Purposes of Performance Management  
 The purposes of performance management systems are of three kinds: strategic, 
administrative, and developmental.  

   STRATEGIC PURPOSE 
 First and foremost, a performance management system should link employee 
activities with the organization’s goals. One of the primary ways strategies are 

 LO 8-2 
 Discuss the three 
general purposes 
of performance 
management. 
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    This chapter emphasizes the role 
that managers play in reinforcing 
good employee performance, 
listening to their concerns and 
coaching them in order to main-
tain and improve this perfor-
mance. It is often difficult to get 
managers to give employees 
recognition or listen to them 
because some don’t recognize 
the value of doing so or are 
unwilling to devote the neces-
sary time and energy needed. 
Often, managers can be encour-
aged to give employees feed-
back and listen to their concerns 
if they see that company leaders 
model these behaviors. 

Ina Kerkdijk, general man-
ager of seven nursing homes, 
with 550 employees, does not 
just take the time to visit her 
employees, but also puts on her 
uniform every month. “I decided 
to make sure I would be easily 
accessible for the people work-
ing in this organisation. I want 

to be able to be in a position to 
understand the nature of their 
work and make sure people 
know me.” Participating in their 
daily work enables her to really 
get in touch, answer their ques-
tions, seek their feedback and 
collect employees’ suggestions 
on how to improve the organi-
zation: “It enables me to make 
better decisions.”

Capital One, a global finan-
cial services and insurance 
company, is ranked number 
one on the 2013 list of best 
workplaces in the UK. It has a 
number of formal employee 
programs aimed at creating a 
culture of recognition and grati-
tude. As part of one of these 
programs, Capital One encour-
ages teamwork using lapel pins. 
Based on help and teamwork, 
employees can nominate each 
other. They are awarded a 
lapel pin and a fake dollar for 
each award. When they receive 

10 nominations in 
one month, they get 
10 dollars and a pin. Winning 
at least one in every category 
possible every quarter makes 
them an “all-star winner”. Fur-
thermore, Capital One’s manag-
ing director personally thanks 
employees when they have 
gone the extra mile and they 
are rewarded in a departmental 
celebration. Initiatives like this 
make sure employees get the 
praise they deserve and need.

DISCUSSION QUESTION
What other things can company 
leaders do to create a culture 
that encourages feedback and 
recognition and reinforces the 
importance of performance 
management?

SOURCES: Intermediar, CEO op de werkvloer: 
maak er geen showtje van, 30 January 2012; 
2013 Europe best workplaces profiles at www
.greatplacetowork.ch; www.pincrafters.com. 
Accessed 6th May 2014.  

 INTEGRITY IN ACTION 

implemented is through defining the results, behaviors, and, to some extent, 
employee characteristics that are necessary for carrying out those strategies, and 
then developing measurement and feedback systems that will maximize the 
extent to which employees exhibit the characteristics, engage in the behaviors, 
and produce the results. 

 Performance management is critical for companies to execute their talent 
management strategy, that is, to identify employees’ strengths and weaknesses, 
link employees to appropriate training and development activity, and reward 
good performance with pay and other incentives.   

  ADMINISTRATIVE PURPOSE 
 Organizations use performance management information (performance appraisals, 
in particular) in many administrative decisions: salary administration (pay raises), 

  Listening and Recognizing a Good Job: Key Performance 
Management Practices Modelled by Company Leaders
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352 CHAPTER 8 Performance Management

promotions, retention–termination, layoffs, and recognition 
of individual performance.  7   Despite the importance of these 
decisions, however, many managers, who are the source of 
the information, see the performance appraisal process only 
as a necessary evil they must go through to fulfill their job 
requirements. They feel uncomfortable evaluating others and 
feeding those evaluations back to the employees. Thus, they 
tend to rate everyone high or at least rate them the same, mak-
ing the performance appraisal information relatively useless. 
For example, one manager stated, “There is really no getting 
around the fact that whenever I evaluate one of my people, 
I stop and think about the impact—the ramifications of my 
decisions on my relationship with the guy and his future 
here. . . . Call it being politically minded, or using managerial 
discretion, or fine-tuning the guy’s ratings, but in the end, I’ve 
got to live with him, and I’m not going to rate a guy without 
thinking about the fallout.”  8    

  DEVELOPMENTAL PURPOSE 
 A third purpose of performance management is to develop employees who 
are effective at their jobs. When employees are not performing as well as they 
should, performance management seeks to improve their performance. The 
feedback given during a performance evaluation process often pinpoints the 
employee’s weaknesses. Ideally, however, the performance management system 
identifies not only any deficient aspects of the employee’s performance but also 
the causes of these deficiencies—for example, a skill deficiency, a motivational 
problem, or some obstacle holding the employee back.  

 Managers are often uncomfortable confronting employees with their perfor-
mance weaknesses. Such confrontations, although necessary to the effectiveness of 
the work group, often strain everyday working relationships. Giving high ratings 
to all employees enables a manager to minimize such conflicts, but then the devel-
opmental purpose of the performance management system is not fully achieved.  9   

 An important step in performance management is to develop the measures 
by which performance will be evaluated. We next discuss the issues involved in 
developing and using different measures of performance.    

  Performance Measures Criteria  
 In Chapter 4 we discussed how, through job analysis, one can analyze a job to 
determine exactly what constitutes effective performance. Once the company 
has determined, through job analysis and design, what kind of performance it 
expects from its employees, it needs to develop ways to measure that perfor-
mance. This section presents the criteria underlying job performance measures. 
Later sections discuss approaches to performance measurement, sources of 
information, and errors. 

 Although people differ about criteria to use to evaluate performance manage-
ment systems, we believe that five stand out: strategic congruence, validity, reli-
ability, acceptability, and specificity.  

 LO 8-3 
 Identify the five criteria 
for effective perfor-
mance management 
systems. 

 Performance management is critical for 
executing a talent management system 
and involves one-on-one contact with 
managers to ensure that proper training 
and development are taking place. 
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CHAPTER 8 Performance Management 353

   STRATEGIC CONGRUENCE 
    Strategic congruence    is the extent to which a performance management sys-
tem elicits job performance that is congruent with the organization’s strategy, 
goals, and culture. If a company emphasizes customer service, then its perfor-
mance management system should assess how well its employees are serving 
the company’s customers. Strategic congruence emphasizes the need for the per-
formance management system to guide employees in contributing to the orga-
nization’s success. This requires systems flexible enough to adapt to changes in 
the company’s strategic posture. The “Competing through Globalization” box 
shows the important role of performance management in developing a global 
business. 

 Many companies such as Hewlett-Packard, Federal Express, and Coca-Cola 
have introduced measures of critical success factors (CSFs) into their perfor-
mance management systems.  10   CSFs are factors in a company’s business strat-
egy that give it a competitive edge. Companies measure employee behavior that 
relates to attainment of CSFs, which increases the importance of these behaviors 
for employees. Employees can be held accountable and rewarded for behaviors 
that directly relate to the company attaining the CSFs. 

 Sprint, the Overland, Kansas-based company that provides wireless services, 
has three pillars for its strategy.  11   The strategic pillars include improving the 
customer experience, strengthening the brand, and generating cash and increase 
profits. To support the strategy, the performance management system involves 
managers assessing employees on a pass–fail basis using three to five criteria, 
each of which is linked to a strategic objective. Sprint provides performance man-
agement tools that allow tracking of metrics such as what percent of employees 
receive coaching as part of their ongoing appraisal. Also, in Sprint’s call centers 
and retail stores where most employees work, employees can go online and see 
their individual performance objectives and their progress toward achieving 
them. Sprint’s managers set performance objectives based on changing internal 
company as well as market conditions. To motivate employees to achieve objec-
tives (and the bonuses determined by reaching the objectives), achievement of 
objectives is based on two 6-month periods. This gives the company the flex-
ibility to adjust performance objectives at least two times during the year, which 
is important when financial forecasts change or new products are introduced, 
such as being the first company to introduce a national 4G wireless network. 

 One challenge that companies face is how to measure customer loyalty, 
employee satisfaction, and other nonfinancial performance areas that affect 
profitability. To effectively use nonfinancial performance measures managers 
need to:  12  

    • Develop a model of how nonfinancial performance measures link to the 
company’s strategic goals. Identify the performance areas that are critical to 
success.  

   • Using already existing databases, identify data that exists on key performance 
measures (e.g., customer satisfaction, employee satisfaction surveys). If data 
are not available, identify a performance area that affects the company’s strat-
egy and performance. Develop measures for those performance areas.  

   • Use statistical and qualitative methods for testing the relationship between 
the performance measures and financial outcomes. Regression and correla-
tion analysis as well as focus groups and interviews can be used. For example, 

    Strategic 
Congruence  
 The extent to which 
the performance man-
agement system elicits 
job performance that 
is consistent with the 
organization’s strategy, 
goals, and culture.   
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>>> COMPETING THROUGH GLOBALIZATION 

  A Mix of Metrics Is Needed to Support 
Local and Company Performance 

majority of WD-40’s revenue 
comes from outside the United 
States. One of the company’s 
strategic initiatives is to maxi-
mize the WD-40 brand in the 
global marketplace. As a result, 
WD-40 wanted to ensure that 
the metrics used to evaluate 
employees’ performance sup-
ported developing the brand in 
the company’s global markets. 
Until 2008, 80% of bonus pay-
outs for employees in countries 
in North America, Europe, and 
Asia were determined by over-
all financial performance and 
20% by financial performance 
within the employee’s country. 
The results of an employee 
survey in 2008 showed that 
employees wanted more of 
their bonus to be linked to per-
formance measures under their 
control, that is, country-specific 
performance. In response, HR 
at WD-40 created the Double 
Vision Program, which places 
a greater focus on country-
specific performance while 
still rewarding global business 
results. Net invoiced sales and 
operating cash flow based on 
earnings before interest, taxes, 
depreciation, and amoritization 
are the two performance met-
rics used in the program. Eighty 
percent of the bonus is now 
based on local performance, 

according to the achievement 
of sales and profit targets estab-
lished by the CEO and board 
for the entire company. Of the 
80%, 50% is determined by 
meeting sales targets and 30% 
by meeting profit goals, and 
20% is determined by global, 
corporate earnings results. The 
HR team collaborates with the 
finance department to distrib-
ute quarterly earnings and sales 
reports to every employee. This 
helps employees understand 
how they are performing on 
the numbers and gives them 
time to try and positively influ-
ence the numbers before the 
year-end bonuses are deter-
mined. Also, employees have 
a clear vision of how their 
activities influence both the 
company’s country-specific per-
formance and overall corporate 
performance.  

DISCUSSION QUESTION
One of the criteria used to 
evaluate a performance man-
agement system is strategic 
congruence. How would you 
evaluate WD-40s Double Vision 
program according to this crite-
ria? Explain your evaluation.

 SOURCE: Based on E. Krell, “All for Incen-
tives, Incentives for All,”  HR Magazine,  Janu-
ary 2011, pp. 35–38 and  www.wd40.com  
website for WD-40 Company. 

 WD-40 Company’s products 
are found under the sink, in the 
garage, and in toolboxes of 
consumers around the world. 
WD-40 Company produces 
lubricants, heavy-duty hand 
cleaners, toilet bowl clean-
ers, bathroom cleaners, and 
carpet stain and room odor 
eliminators. In 2012 the com-
pany created a new business 
unit, WD-40 BIKE, focused on 
cycling-specific maintenance 
products such as chain lubri-
cants and frame protectant. 
It’s most well-known product is 
the versatile lubricant WD-40 
that can be used to help loosen 
rusty nuts and bolts and even 
as a stain and gum remover! 
Do you know what WD-40 
stands for? WD-40 means Water 
Displacement, 40th attempt. 
That’s the name from the lab 
book used by the chemist who 
developed WD-40 in 1953. 
The chemist was attempting 
to create a solution to prevent 
corrosion (which involves dis-
placing water). The chemist’s 
persistence paid off when he 
perfected the formula on his 
40th try. 

 WD-40 is a global consumer 
products company, headquar-
tered in San Diego, California, 
with operations in the Americas, 
Europe, and Asia Pacific. The 

studies show that employees’ involvement, satisfaction, and enthusiasm for 
work are significantly related to business performance including customer 
satisfaction, productivity, and profitability.  13    

   • Revisit the model to ensure that the nonfinancial performance measures are 
appropriate and determine whether new measures should be added. This is 
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important to understand the drivers of financial performance and to ensure 
that the model is appropriate as the business strategy and economic condi-
tions change.  

   • Act on conclusions that the model demonstrates. For example, Sears found 
that employee attitudes about the supervision they received and the work 
environment had a significant impact on customer satisfaction and share-
holder results. As a result, Sears invested in managerial training to help man-
agers do a better job of holding employees accountable for their jobs while 
giving them autonomy to perform their roles.  14    

   • Audit whether the actions taken and the investments made produced the 
desired result.    

 Most companies’ appraisal systems remain constant over a long time and 
through a variety of strategic emphases. However, when a company’s strategy 
changes, its employees’ behavior needs to change too.  15   The fact that appraisal 
systems often do not change may account for why many managers see perfor-
mance appraisal systems as having little impact on a firm’s effectiveness.  

  VALIDITY 
    Validity    is the extent to which a performance measure assesses all the relevant—and 
only the relevant—aspects of performance. This is often referred to as “content valid-
ity.” For a performance measure to be valid, it must not be deficient or contaminated. 
As you can see in  Figure 8.2 , one of the circles represents “true” job performance—
all the aspects of performance relevant to success in the job. On the other hand, 
companies must use some measure of performance, such as a supervisory rating of 
performance on a set of dimensions or measures of the objective results on the job. 
Validity is concerned with maximizing the overlap between actual job performance 
and the measure of job performance (the green portion in the figure).  

 A performance measure is deficient if it does not measure all aspects of per-
formance (the cranberry portion in the figure). An example is a system at a large 
university that assesses faculty members based more on research than teaching, 
thereby relatively ignoring a relevant aspect of performance. 

 A contaminated measure evaluates irrelevant aspects of performance or 
aspects that are not job related (the gold portion in the figure). The performance 
measure should seek to minimize contamination, but its complete elimination 
is seldom possible. An example of a contaminated measure is the use of actual 
sales figures for evaluating salespersons across very different regional territories. 
Often sales are highly dependent upon the territory (number of potential custom-
ers, number of competitors, economic conditions) rather than the actual perfor-
mance of the salesperson. A salesperson who works harder and better than others 
might not have the highest sales totals because the territory simply does not have 
as much sales potential as others. Thus, these figures alone would be a measure 
that is strongly affected by things beyond the control of the individual employee.  

  RELIABILITY 
    Reliability    refers to the consistency of a performance measure. One important 
type of reliability is  interrater reliability:  the consistency among the individuals 
who evaluate the employee’s performance. A performance measure has interra-
ter reliability if two individuals give the same (or close to the same) evaluations 

    Validity  
 The extent to which a 
performance measure 
assesses all the 
relevant—and only 
the relevant—aspects 
of job performance.   

    Reliability  
 The consistency of a 
performance measure; 
the degree to which a 
performance measure 
is free from random 
error.   
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of a person’s job performance. Evidence seems to indicate that most subjective 
supervisory measures of job performance exhibit low reliability.  16   With some 
measures, the extent to which all the items rated are internally consistent is 
important ( internal consistency reliability ). 

 In addition, the measure should be reliable over time ( test–retest reliability ). 
A measure that results in drastically different ratings depending on when the 
measures are taken lacks test–retest reliability. For example, if salespeople are 
evaluated based on their actual sales volume during a given month, it would be 
important to consider their consistency of monthly sales across time. What if an 
evaluator in a department store examined sales only during May? Employees 
in the lawn and garden department would have high sales volumes, but those 
in the men’s clothing department would have somewhat low sales volumes. 
Clothing sales in May are traditionally lower than other months. One needs to 
measure performance consistently across time.  

  ACCEPTABILITY 
    Acceptability    refers to whether the people who use a performance measure 
accept it. Many elaborate performance measures are extremely valid and reli-
able, but they consume so much of managers’ time that they refuse to use it. 
Alternatively, those being evaluated by a measure may not accept it. 

 Acceptability is affected by the extent to which employees believe the perfor-
mance management system is fair. As  Table 8.2  shows, there are three categories 
of perceived fairness: procedural, interpersonal, and outcome fairness. The table 
also shows specifically how the performance management system’s develop-
ment, use, and outcomes affect perceptions of fairness. In developing and using 
a performance management system, managers should take the steps shown in 
the column labeled “Implications” in  Table 8.2  to ensure that the system is per-
ceived as fair. Research suggests that performance management systems that are 
perceived as unfair are likely to be legally challenged, be used incorrectly, and 
decrease employee motivation to improve.  17     

  SPECIFICITY 
    Specificity    is the extent to which a performance measure tells employees what 
is expected of them and how they can meet these expectations. Specificity is 
relevant to both the strategic and developmental purposes of performance 

    Acceptability  
 The extent to which a 
performance measure 
is deemed to be satis-
factory or adequate by 
those who use it.   

    Specificity  
 The extent to which a 
performance measure 
gives detailed guid-
ance to employees 
about what is expected 
of them and how 
they can meet these 
expectations.   

 Figure 8.2 
 Contamination 
and Deficiency of 
a Job Performance 
Measure  
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management. If a measure does not specify what an employee must do to help 
the company achieve its strategic goals, it does not achieve its strategic purpose. 
Additionally, if the measure fails to point out employees’ performance prob-
lems, it is almost impossible for the employees to correct their performance.    

  Approaches to Measuring Performance  
 An important part of effective performance management is establishing how 
we evaluate performance. In this section we explore different ways to evalu-
ate performance: the comparative approach, the attribute approach, the results 
approach, and the quality approach. We also evaluate these approaches against 
the criteria of strategic congruence, validity, reliability, acceptability, and spec-
ificity. As you will see, all of these approaches have strengths and weaknesses. 
As a result, many companies’ performance evaluations use a combination of 
approaches. To effectively contribute to organizational business strategy and 
goals, effective performance evaluation systems should measure both what 
gets accomplished (objectives) and how it gets accomplished (behaviors).  
Figure 8.3  shows an example of a performance management system that eval-
uates behavior and results. The results (project development) are linked to the 
goals of the business. The performance standards include behaviors that the 
employee must demonstrate to reach the results. The system provides feed-
back to the employee and holds both the employee and manager accountable 
for changing behavior.   

 LO 8-4 
 Discuss the four 
approaches to perfor-
mance management, 
the specific techniques 
used in each approach, 
and the way these 
approaches compare 
with the criteria for 
effective performance 
management systems. 

 FAIRNESS 
CATEGORY 

 IMPORTANCE FOR 
PERFORMANCE 
MANAGEMENT 
SYSTEM  IMPLICATIONS 

 Procedural 
fairness 

 Development      • Give managers and employees 
opportunity to participate in 
development of system.  

   • Ensure consistent standards when 
evaluating different employees.  

   • Minimize rating errors and biases.    
 Interpersonal 
fairness 

 Use      • Give timely and complete feedback.  
   • Allow employees to challenge the 

evaluation.  
   • Provide feedback in an atmosphere 

of respect and courtesy.    
 Outcome 
fairness 

 Outcomes      • Communicate expectations 
regarding performance 
evaluations and standards.  

   • Communicate expectations 
regarding rewards.    

 SOURCE: Adapted from S. W. Gilliland and J. C. Langdon, “Creating Performance Management Systems That Pro-
mote Perceptions of Fairness,” in  Performance Appraisal: State of the Art in Practice,  ed. J. W. Smither. Copyright © 
1998 by Jossey-Bass, Inc. This material is used by permission of John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 

 Table 8.2 
 Categories of 
Perceived Fairness 
and Implications 
for Performance 
Management 
Systems 
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   THE COMPARATIVE APPROACH 
 The comparative approach to performance measurement requires the rater to 
compare an individual’s performance with that of others. This approach usu-
ally uses some overall assessment of an individual’s performance or worth and 
seeks to develop some ranking of the individuals within a work group. At least 
three techniques fall under the comparative approach: ranking, forced distribu-
tion, and paired comparison. 

  Ranking 
  Simple ranking  requires managers to rank employees within their departments 
from highest performer to poorest performer (or best to worst).  Alternation rank-
ing,  on the other hand, consists of a manager looking at a list of employees, 
deciding who is the best employee, and crossing that person’s name off the list. 
From the remaining names, the manager decides who the worst employee is 
and crosses that name off the list—and so forth. 

 Ranking has received specific attention in the courts. As discussed in 
Chapter 3, in the  Albermarle v. Moody  case the validation of the selection system 
was conducted using employee rankings as the measure of performance. The 
court actually stated, “There is no way of knowing precisely what criteria of job 
performance that supervisors were considering, whether each supervisor was 
considering the same criteria—or whether, indeed, any of the supervisors actu-
ally applied a focused and stable body of criteria of any kind.”  18    

  Forced Distribution 
 The  forced distribution  method also uses a ranking format, but employees are 
ranked in groups. This technique requires the manager to put certain percent-
ages of employees into predetermined categories. Most commonly, employees 
are grouped into three, four, or five categories usually of unequal size indicating 
the best workers, the worst workers, and one or more categories in between. 
The insurance company American International Group (AIG), is using a forced 
distribution system in which AIG employees are ranked on a scale of 1 to 4.  19   
Using this system only 10% of employees receive the top ranking of “1,” 20% 
of employees receive a ranking of “2,” 50% of employees receive a ranking of 
“3,” and 20% receive the lowest ranking of “4.” Employees with higher rank-
ings receive much more year-end incentive pay such as bonuses than those with 
lower rankings (employees ranked in the top 10% will get much greater bonuses 
compared to their peers). The CEO advocated the implementation of the forced 
distribution system to ensure that the company is paying the best people for 
their performance and to better differentiate poor from high performers.
The company had previously used ranking systems but found that over half of 
employees were evaluated as high performers. Also, the CEO wants to send a 
message of accountability to the American taxpayers who helped bail out the 
company. 

 Advocates of these systems say that they are the best way to identify high-
potential employees who should be given training, promotions, and financial 
rewards and to identify the poorest performers who should be helped or asked 
to leave. Top-level managers at many companies have observed that despite 
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corporate performance and return to shareholders being flat or decreasing, com-
pensation costs have continued to spiral upward and performance ratings con-
tinue to be high. They question how there can be such a disconnect between 
corporate performance and employees’ evaluations and compensation. Forced 
distribution systems provide a mechanism to help align company performance 
and employee performance and compensation. Employees in the bottom 10% 
cause performance standards to be lowered, influence good employees to leave, 
and keep good employees from joining the company. 

 A forced distribution system helps managers tailor development activities 
to employees based on their performance. For example, as shown in  Table 8.3 , 
poor performers are given specific feedback about what they need to improve 
in their job and a timetable is set for their improvement. If they do not improve 
their performance, they are dismissed. Top performers are encouraged to partic-
ipate in development activities such as job experiences, mentoring, and comple-
tion of leadership programs which will help prepare them for top management 
positions. The use of a forced distribution system is seen as a way for companies 
to increase performance, motivate employees, and open the door for new talent 
to join the company to replace poor performers.  20   Advocates say these systems 
force managers to make hard decisions about employee performance based on 
job-related criteria, rather than to be lenient in evaluating employees. Critics, 
on the other hand, say the systems in practice are arbitrary, may be illegal, and 

 RANKING OR DISTRIBUTION 
CATEGORY 

 PERFORMANCE AND 
DEVELOPMENT PLAN 

  A   Above average 
exceptional 
A1 performer 

     • Accelerate development through 
challenging job assignments  

   • Provide mentor from leadership team  
   • Recognize and reward contributions  
   • Praise employees for strengths  
   • Consider leadership potential  
   • Nominate for leadership 

development programs    
  B   Average meets 

expectations 
steady performer 

     • Offer feedback on how B can become 
a high performer  

   • Encourage development of strengths 
and improvement of weaknesses  

   • Recognize and reward employee 
contributions  

   • Consider enlarging job    
  C   Below expectations 

poor performance 
     • Give feedback and agree upon what 

specific skills, behavior, and/or results 
need to be improved with timetable 
for accomplishment  

   • Move to job that better matches skills  
   • Ask to leave the company    

 SOURCES: Based on B. Axelrod, H. Handfield-Jones, and E. Michaels, “A New Game Plan for C Players,”  HBR,  
January 2002, pp. 80–88; A. Walker, “Is Performance Management as Simple as ABC?”  T   1   D,  February 2007, 
pp. 54–57; T. De Long and V. Vijayaraghavan, “Let’s Hear It for B Players,”  HBR,  June 2003, pp. 96–102. 

 Table 8.3 
 Performance and 
Development 
Based on Forced 
Distribution and 
Ranking 
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cause poor morale.  21   For example, one workgroup might have 20% poor per-
formers while another might have only high performers, but the process man-
dates that 10% of employees be eliminated from both groups. Also, in many 
forced distribution systems an unintended consequence is the bottom category 
tends to consist of minorities, women, and people over 40 years of age, causing 
discrimination lawsuits (we discuss legal issues affecting performance manage-
ment later in the chapter). Finally, it is difficult to rank employees into distinc-
tive categories when criteria are subjective or when it is difficult to differentiate 
employees on the criteria (such as teamwork or communications skills).  

 Research simulating different features of a forced system and other factors 
that influence company performance (e.g., voluntary turnover rate, validity of 
selection methods) suggests that forced distribution rating systems can improve 
the potential performance of a company’s workforce.  22   Companies that have 
clear goals and management criteria, train evaluators, use the rankings along 
with other HR metrics, and reward good performance may find them useful. 
The majority of improvement appears to occur during the first several years 
the system is used, mainly because of the large number of poorly performing 
employees who are identified and fired. Keep in mind that despite the poten-
tial advantages of forced choice systems for improving a company’s workforce 
performance, the potential negative side effects on morale, teamwork, recruit-
ing, and shareholder perceptions should be considered before adopting such 
a system. Many companies have emphasized the linkage between employees’ 
performance and their development plan without using a forced distribution or 
ranking system. Forced ranking is ethical as long as the system is clearly com-
municated, the system is part of a positive dimension of the organization culture 
(innovation, continuous improvement), and the employees have the chance to 
appeal decisions.  

  Paired Comparison 
 The  paired comparison  method requires managers to compare every employee 
with every other employee in the work group, giving an employee a score of 1 
every time he or she is considered the higher performer. Once all the pairs have 
been compared, the manager computes the number of times each employee 
received the favorable decision (i.e., counts up the points), and this becomes the 
employee’s performance score. 

 The paired comparison method tends to be time-consuming for managers 
and will become more so as organizations become flatter with an increased span 
of control. For example, a manager with 10 employees must make    45 (10 3 9/2)  
comparisons. However, if the group increases to 15 employees, 105 comparisons 
must be made.  

  Evaluating the Comparative Approach 
 The comparative approach to performance measurement is an effective tool in 
differentiating employee performance; it virtually eliminates problems of leni-
ency, central tendency, and strictness. This is especially valuable if the results 
of the measures are to be used in making administrative decisions such as pay 
raises and promotions. In addition, such systems are relatively easy to develop 
and in most cases easy to use; thus, they are often accepted by users. 
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 One problem with these techniques, however, is their common failure to be 
linked to the strategic goals of the organization. Although raters can evaluate 
the extent to which individuals’ performances support the strategy, this link is 
seldom made explicit. In addition, because of the subjective nature of the rat-
ings, their actual validity and reliability depend on the raters themselves. Some 
firms use multiple evaluators to reduce the biases of any individual, but most 
do not. At best, we could conclude that their reliability and validity are modest. 

 These techniques lack specificity for feedback purposes. Based only on their 
relative rankings, individuals are completely unaware of what they must do dif-
ferently to improve their ranking. This puts a heavy burden on the manager to 
provide specific feedback beyond that of the rating instrument itself. Finally, 
many employees and managers are less likely to accept evaluations based on 
comparative approaches. Evaluations depend on how employees’ performance 
relates to other employees in a group, team, or department (normative standard) 
rather than on absolute standards of excellent, good, fair, and poor performance.   

  THE ATTRIBUTE APPROACH 
 The attribute approach to performance management focuses on the extent to 
which individuals have certain attributes (characteristics or traits) believed 
desirable for the company’s success. The techniques that use this approach 
define a set of traits—such as initiative, leadership, and competitiveness—and 
evaluate individuals on them. 

  Graphic Rating Scales 
 The most common form that the attribute approach to performance manage-
ment takes is the  graphic rating scale.   Table 8.4  shows a graphic rating scale used 
in a manufacturing company. As you can see, a list of traits is evaluated by a 
five-point (or some other number of points) rating scale. The manager consid-
ers one employee at a time, circling the number that signifies how much of that 
trait the individual has. Graphic rating scales can provide a number of different 
points (a discrete scale) or a continuum along which the rater simply places a 
check mark (a continuous scale).  

 The legal defensibility of graphic rating scales was questioned in the  Brito v.
Zia  (1973) case. In this case, Spanish-speaking employees had been terminated 
as a result of their performance appraisals. These appraisals consisted of super-
visors’ rating sub-ordinates on a number of undefined dimensions such as 
volume of work, quantity of work, job knowledge, dependability, and coopera-
tion. The court criticized the subjective appraisals and stated that the company 
should have presented empirical data demonstrating that the appraisal was sig-
nificantly related to actual work behavior.  

  Mixed-Standard Scales 
  Mixed-standard scales  were developed to get around some of the problems with 
graphic rating scales. To create a mixed-standard scale, we define the relevant 
performance dimensions and then develop statements representing good, aver-
age, and poor performance along each dimension. These statements are then 
mixed with the statements from other dimensions on the actual rating instru-
ment. An example of a mixed-standard scale is presented in  Table 8.5 .  
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 The following areas of performance are significant to most positions. Indicate your assessment of 
performance on each dimension by circling the appropriate rating. 

   RATING 

 PERFORMANCE 
DIMENSION  DISTINGUISHED  EXCELLENT  COMMENDABLE  ADEQUATE  POOR 

 Knowledge  5  4  3  2  1 
 Communication  5  4  3  2  1 
 Judgment  5  4  3  2  1 
 Managerial skill  5  4  3  2  1 
 Quality performance  5  4  3  2  1 
 Teamwork  5  4  3  2  1 
 Interpersonal skills  5  4  3  2  1 
 Initiative  5  4  3  2  1 
 Creativity  5  4  3  2  1 
 Problem solving  5  4  3  2  1 

 Table 8.4 
 Example of a Graphic Rating Scale 

 As we see in the table, the rater is asked to complete the rating instrument by 
indicating whether the employee’s performance is above ( 1 ), at (0), or below 
( 2 ) the statement. A special scoring key is then used to score the employee’s 
performance for each dimension. Thus, for example, an employee performing 
above all three statements receives a 7. If the employee is below the good state-
ment, at the average statement, and above the poor statement, a score of 4 is 
assessed. An employee below all three statements is given a rating of 1. This 
scoring is applied to all the dimensions to determine an overall performance 
score. 

 Note that mixed-standard scales were originally developed as trait-oriented 
scales. However, this same technique has been applied to instruments using 
behavioral rather than trait-oriented statements as a means of reducing rating 
errors in performance appraisal.  23    

  Evaluating the Attribute Approach 
 Attribute-based performance methods are the most popular methods in organi-
zations. They are quite easy to develop and are generalizable across a variety of 
jobs, strategies, and organizations. In addition, if much attention is devoted to 
identifying those attributes relevant to job performance and carefully defining 
them on the rating instrument, they can be as reliable and valid as more elabo-
rate measurement techniques. 

 However, these techniques fall short on several of the criteria for effective 
performance management. There is usually little congruence between the tech-
niques and the company’s strategy. These methods are used because of the ease 
in developing them and because the same method (list of traits, comparisons) 
is generalizable across any organization and any strategy. In addition, these 
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 Three traits being assessed: 
  Initiative (INTV) 
  Intelligence (INTG) 
  Relations with others (RWO) 

 Levels of performance in statements: 
  High (H) 
  Medium (M) 
  Low (L) 

 Instructions: Please indicate next to each statement whether the employee’s 
performance is above ( 1 ), equal to (0), or below ( 2 ) the statement. 
 INTV  H  1.  This employee is a real self-starter. The employee always 

takes the initiative and his/her superior never has to prod 
this individual. 

 + 

 INTG  M  2.  While perhaps this employee is not a genius, s/he is 
a lot more intelligent than many people I know. 

 + 

 RWO  L  3.  This employee has a tendency to get into unnecessary 
conflicts with other people. 

 0 

 INTV  M  4.  While generally this employee shows initiative, occasionally 
his/her superior must prod him/her to complete work. 

 + 

 INTG  L  5.  Although this employee is slower than some in 
understanding things, and may take a bit longer in 
learning new things, s/he is of average intelligence. 

 + 

 RWO  H  6.  This employee is on good terms with everyone. S/he 
can get along with people even when s/he does not 
agree with them. 

 – 

 INTV  L  7.  This employee has a bit of a tendency to sit around 
and wait for directions. 

 + 

 INTG  H  8.  This employee is extremely intelligent, and s/he learns 
very rapidly. 

 – 

 RWO  M  9.  This employee gets along with most people. Only 
very occasionally does s/he have conflicts with others 
on the job, and these are likely to be minor. 

 – 

 Scoring Key: 

   STATEMENTS  SCORE 

   HIGH  MEDIUM  LOW   

    1    1    1   7 
   0   1    1   6 
    2    1    1   5 
    2   0   1   4 
    2    2    1   3 
    2    2   0  2 
    2    2    2   1 
 Example score from preceding ratings: 

   STATEMENTS  SCORE 

   HIGH  MEDIUM  LOW   

 Initiative   1    1    1   7 
 Intelligence  0   1    1   6 
 Relations with others   2    2   0  2 

 Table 8.5 
 An Example of a 
Mixed-Standard 
Scale 
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methods usually have very vague performance standards that are open to dif-
ferent interpretations by different raters. Because of this, different raters often 
provide extremely different ratings and rankings. The result is that both the 
validity and reliability of these methods are usually low. 

 Virtually none of these techniques provides any specific guidance on how an 
employee can support the company’s goals or correct performance deficiencies. 
In addition, when raters give feedback, these techniques tend to elicit defensive-
ness from employees. For example, how would you feel if you were told that 
on a five-point scale, you were rated a “2” in maturity? Certainly you might 
feel somewhat defensive and unwilling to accept that judgment, as well as any 
additional feedback. Also, being told you were rated a “2” in maturity doesn’t 
tell you how to improve your rating.   

  THE BEHAVIORAL APPROACH 
 The behavioral approach to performance management attempts to define the 
behaviors an employee must exhibit to be effective in the job. The various tech-
niques define those behaviors and then require managers to assess the extent 
to which employees exhibit them. We discuss five techniques that rely on the 
behavioral approach. 

  Behaviorally Anchored Rating Scales 
 A  behaviorally anchored rating scale (BARS)  is designed to specifically define per-
formance dimensions by developing behavioral anchors associated with differ-
ent levels of performance.  24   An example of a BARS is presented in  Figure 8.4 . As 
you can see, the performance dimension has a number of examples of behaviors 
that indicate specific levels of performance along the dimension.  

 To develop a BARS, we first gather a large number of critical incidents that 
represent effective and ineffective performance on the job. These incidents are 
classified into performance dimensions, and the ones that experts agree clearly 
represent a particular level of performance are used as behavioral examples (or 
anchors) to guide the rater. The manager’s task is to consider an employee’s 
performance along each dimension and determine where on the dimension the 
employee’s performance fits using the behavioral anchors as guides. This rating 
becomes the employee’s score for that dimension. 

 Behavioral anchors have advantages and disadvantages. They can increase 
interrater reliability by providing a precise and complete definition of the per-
formance dimension. A disadvantage is that they can bias information recall—
that is, behavior that closely approximates the anchor is more easily recalled 
than other behavior.  25   Research has also demonstrated that managers and their 
subordinates do not make much of a distinction between BARS and trait scales.  26    

  Behavioral Observation Scales 
 A  behavioral observation scale (BOS)  is a variation of a BARS. Like a BARS, a BOS 
is developed from critical incidents.  27   However, a BOS differs from a BARS in 
two basic ways. First, rather than discarding a large number of the behaviors 
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Preparing for Duty

7

5

3

1

6

4

2

Always early for work, gathers all
necessary equipment to go to
work, fully dressed, checks activity
from previous shifts before going
to roll call.

Always early for work, gathers all
necessary equipment to go to
work, fully dressed, uses time
before roll call to review previous
shift’s activities and any new
bulletins, takes notes of previous
shift’s activity mentioned during
roll call.

On time, has all necessary
equipment to go to work, fully
dressed.

Early for work, has all necessary
equipment to go to work, fully
dressed.

Not fully dressed for roll call, does
not have all necessary equipment.

Late for roll call majority of period,
does not check equipment or
vehicle, does not have necessary
equipment to go to work.

Late for roll call, does not check
equipment or vehicle for damage
or needed repairs, unable to go to
work from roll call, has to go to
locker, vehicle, or home to get
necessary equipment.
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 Figure 8.4 
 Task-BARS Rating 
Dimension: Patrol 
Officer  

 SOURCE: Adapted from R. Harvey, “Job Analysis,” in  Handbook of Industrial & Organizational Psychology,  2nd ed., 
ed. M. Dunnette and L. Hough (Palo Alto, CA: Consulting Psychologists Press, 1991), p. 138. 
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 Overcoming Resistance to Change 
 (1) Describes the details of the change to subordinates. 
   Almost Never  1  2  3  4  5  Almost Always 
 (2) Explains why the change is necessary. 
   Almost Never  1  2  3  4  5  Almost Always 
 (3) Discusses how the change will affect the employee. 
   Almost Never  1  2  3  4  5  Almost Always 
 (4) Listens to the employee’s concerns. 
   Almost Never  1  2  3  4  5  Almost Always 
 (5) Asks the employee for help in making the change work. 
   Almost Never  1  2  3  4  5  Almost Always 
 (6)  If necessary, specifies the date for a follow-up meeting to 

respond to the employee’s concerns. 
   Almost Never  1  2  3  4  5  Almost Always 

 Total  5   _______  
 Below Adequate  Adequate    Full  Excellent    Superior 
    6–10  11–15    16–20  21–25    26–30 

  Scores are set by management.  

 SOURCE: From Gary Latham and Ken Wexley,  Increasing Productivity Through Performance Appraisal  (Prentice 
Hall Series in Human Resources), 2nd Edition © 1994. Reproduced by permission of Pearson Education, Inc., Upper 
Saddle River, New Jersey. 

 Table 8.6 
 An Example of 
a Behavioral 
Observation Scale 
(BOS) for Evaluating 
Job Performance 

that exemplify effective or ineffective performance, a BOS uses many of them to 
more specifically define all the behaviors that are necessary for effective perfor-
mance (or that would be considered ineffective performance). Instead of using, 
say, 4 behaviors to define 4 levels of performance on a particular dimension, a 
BOS may use 15 behaviors. An example of a BOS is presented in  Table 8.6 .  

 A second difference is that rather than assessing which behavior best reflects 
an individual’s performance, a BOS requires managers to rate the frequency 
with which the employee has exhibited each behavior during the rating period. 
These ratings are then averaged to compute an overall performance rating. 

 The major drawback of a BOS is that it may require more information than 
most managers can process or remember. A BOS can have 80 or more behaviors, 
and the manager must remember how frequently an employee exhibited each 
of these behaviors over a 6- or 12-month rating period. This is taxing enough for 
one employee, but managers often must rate 10 or more employees. 

 A direct comparison of BOS, BARS, and graphic rating scales found that both 
managers and employees prefer BOS for differentiating good from poor per-
formers, maintaining objectivity, providing feedback, suggesting training needs, 
and being easy to use among managers and subordinates.  28    

  Competency Models 
    Competencies    are sets of skills, knowledge, abilities, and personal characteris-
tics that enable employees to successfully perform their jobs.  29   A    competency 
model    identifies and provides descriptions of competencies that are common 
for an entire occupation, organization, job family, or a specific job. Compe-
tency models can be used for performance management. However, one of the 

    Competencies  
 Sets of skills, knowl-
edge, abilities, and 
personal characteristics 
that enable employees 
to successfully perform 
their jobs.   

    Competency 
models  
 Identify and provide 
descriptions of com-
petencies that are 
common for an occu-
pations, organization, 
job family, or specific 
job.   
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strengths of competency models is that they are useful for a variety of HR prac-
tices including recruiting, selection, training, and development. Competency 
models can be used to help identify the best employees to fill open positions, 
and as the foundation for development plans that allow the employee and man-
ager to target specific strengths and development areas. 

  Table 8.7  shows the competency model that Luxottica Retail, known for pre-
mium, luxury, and sports eyewear sold through LensCrafters, Sunglass Hut, 
and Pearle Vision, developed for its associates in field and store positions.  30   The 
competency model includes leadership and managerial, functional, and foun-
dational competencies. The goal was to define and identify competencies that 
managers could use for hiring, performance management, and training. Also, 
competencies would help associates identify and develop the skills they need to 
apply for different jobs. To effectively use competency models for performance 
evaluation they must be up-to-date, drive business performance, be job-related 
(valid), be relevant (or customized) for all of the company’s business units, and 
provide sufficient detail to make an accurate assessment of employees’ perfor-
mance. At Luxottica Retail developing competencies started with meeting with 
business leaders to understand their current and future business strategies. 
Business drivers were identified and questionnaires, focus groups, and meet-
ings with managers and associates were used to identify important competen-
cies and examples of behaviors related to each. Competencies across business 
units and brands are reviewed every four or five years or whenever a major 
change in jobs or business strategy occurs to ensure they are relevant. Also, 
the weighting given to each set of competencies in the performance evaluation 
is reviewed to ensure that they are appropriate (e.g., what weights should be 

  Leadership and Managerial  
 Leadership 
 Coach and develop others 
 Motivate others 
 Foster teamwork 
 Think strategically 
  Functional  
 Global perspective 
 Financial acumen 
 Business key performance indicators 
  Foundational  
 Critical thinking 
 Foster open communications 
 Build relationships and interpersonal skills 
 Develop and manage oneself 
 Adaptability and flexibility 
 Customer focus 
 Act with integrity 
 Diversity and multiculturalism 
 Drive and commitment 

 SOURCE: From C. Spicer, “Building a Competency Model,”  HR Magazine,  April 2009, pp. 34–36. Reprinted with 
permission of Society for Human Resource Management. 

 Table 8.7 
 Luxottica Retail’s 
Competency Model 
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given to the functional skills). Depending on their relevance for a specific job, 
various combinations of these competencies are used for evaluating associates’ 
performances. Associates are rated on a 1–5 scale for each competency with 5 
meaning far exceeds expectations. HR, training and development, and opera-
tions teams worked together to define the levels of each competency, that is, 
what does it mean and what does the competency look like when an employee 
is rated “meets expectations” versus “below expectations”? This was necessary 
to ensure that managers are using a similar frame of reference when they evalu-
ate associates using the competencies.   

  Evaluation of the Behavioral Approach 
 The behavioral approach can be very effective. It can link the company’s strat-
egy to the specific behavior necessary for implementing that strategy. It provides 
specific guidance and feedback for employees about the performance expected 
of them. Most of the techniques rely on in-depth job analysis, so the behaviors 
that are identified and measured are valid. Because those who will use the sys-
tem develop the measures, the acceptability is also often high. Finally, with a 
substantial investment in training raters, the techniques are reasonably reliable. 

 The major weaknesses have to do with the organizational context of the 
system. Although the behavioral approach can be closely tied to a company’s 
strategy, the behaviors and measures must be constantly monitored and revised 
to ensure that they are still linked to the strategic focus. This approach also 
assumes that there is “one best way” to do the job and that the behaviors that 
constitute this best way can be identified. One study found that managers seek 
to control behaviors when they perceive a clear relationship between behaviors 
and results. When this link is not clear, they tend to rely on managing results.  31   
The behavioral approach might be best suited to less complex jobs (where the 
best way to achieve results is somewhat clear) and least suited to complex jobs 
(where there are multiple ways, or behaviors, to achieve success).   

  THE RESULTS APPROACH 
 The results approach focuses on managing the objective, measurable results of 
a job or work group. This approach assumes that subjectivity can be eliminated 
from the measurement process and that results are the closest indicator of one’s 
contribution to organizational effectiveness.  32   We examine two performance 
management systems that use results: the balanced scorecard and the produc-
tivity measurement and evaluation system. 

  The Use of Objectives 
 The use of objectives is popular in both private and public organizations.  33   In a 
results-based system, the top management team first defines the company’s stra-
tegic goals for the coming year. These goals are passed on to the next layer of man-
agement, and these managers define the goals they must achieve for the company 
to reach its goals. This goal-setting process cascades down the organization so that 
all managers set goals that help the company achieve its goals.  34   These goals are 
used as the standards by which an individual’s performance is evaluated.  35   
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 Results-based systems have three common components.  36   They require set-
ting effective goals. The most effective goals are SMART goals. That is, the goals 
are specific (clearly stated, define the result to be achieved), measurable (com-
pared to a standard), attainable (difficult but achievable), relevant (link to orga-
nizational success factors or goals), and timely (measured in deadline, due dates, 
cycles, or schedules). Different types of measurements can be used for goals 
or objectives including timeliness (e.g., responds to requests within 12 hours), 
quality (report provided clear information with no revisions necessary), quan-
tity (increased sales 25%), or financial metrics (e.g., reduced purchasing costs 
10%). (An example of objectives used in a financial service firm is presented in 
 Table 8.8 .) The goals are not usually set unilaterally by management but with 
the managers’ and subordinates’ participation. And the manager gives objective 
feedback throughout the rating period to monitor progress toward the goals.  

 Research on objectives has revealed two important findings regarding their 
effectiveness.  37   Of 70 studies examined, 68 showed productivity gains, while 
only 2 showed productivity losses, suggesting that objectives usually increase 
productivity. Also, productivity gains tend to be highest when there is substan-
tial commitment to the objectives program from top management: an average 
increase of 56% when commitment was high, 33% when commitment was mod-
erate, and 6% when commitment was low. 

 Clearly, use of an objectives system can have a very positive effect on an orga-
nization’s performance. Considering the process through which goals are set 
(involvement of staff in setting objectives), it is also likely that use of an objec-
tives system effectively links individual employee performance with the firm’s 
strategic goals. Evaluation of objectives, based on results or business-based met-
rics, removes the subjectivity from the evaluation process—employees either 
meet the objectives or they do not. For example, Long Island Jewish Medical 
Center implemented a computer-based performance management system that 
breaks the nurses’ job description into measurable goals in order to keep infec-
tion rates for the unit low and patient-satisfaction scores high.  38    

  Balanced Scorecard 
 Some companies use the balanced scorecard to measure performance (we dis-
cussed the use of the balanced scorecard in Chapter 1). The balanced scorecard 
includes four perspectives of performance including financial, customer, inter-
nal or operations, and learning and growth (see Table 1.9 in Chapter 1). The 
financial perspective focuses on creating sustainable growth in shareholder 

 KEY RESULT AREA  OBJECTIVE  % COMPLETE 
 ACTUAL 
PERFORMANCE 

 Loan portfolio 
management 

 Increase portfolio 
value by 10% over 
the next 12 months 

 90  Increased portfolio 
value by 9% over 
the past 12 months 

 Sales  Generate fee 
income of $30,000 
over the next 12 
months 

 150  Generated fee 
income of $45,000 
over the past 12 
months 

 Table 8.8 
 An Example of an 
Objectives Measure 
of Job Performance 
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value, the customer perspective defines value for customers (e.g., service, qual-
ity), the internal or operations perspective focuses on processes that influence 
customer satisfaction, and the learning and growth perspective focuses on the 
company’s capacity to innovate and continuously improve. Each of these per-
spectives are used to translate the business strategy into organizational, manage-
rial, and employee objectives. Employee performance is linked with the business 
strategy through communicating and educating employees on the elements 
of the balanced scorecard, translating strategic objectives into measures for 
departments and employees, and linking rewards to performance measures.  39   
Employees need to know the corporate objectives, how they translate into objec-
tives for each business unit, and develop their own and team objectives that are 
consistent with the business unit and company objectives. Effective balanced 
scorecards allow employees to understand the business strategy by looking 
only at the scorecard and the strategy map (the cause-and-effect relationships 
among the measures). For example, for the customer perspective of the balanced 
scorecard an airline might have on-time performance as a critical success fac-
tor.  40   Gate agents, ground, maintenance, and scheduling represent groups of 
employees who impact on-time performance. Gate agents have four roles that 
can influence boarding speed including check-in timeliness, effectively dealing 
with connections, flight documentation, and the boarding process. Gate agents’ 
performance in these four roles should be evaluated because they impact key 
performance indicators related to on-time performance including cost savings, 
customer satisfaction, customer losses, and operational costs.  

  Productivity Measurement and Evaluation System (ProMES) 
 The main goal of ProMES is to motivate employees to improve team or com-
pany-level productivity.  41   It is a means of measuring and feeding back produc-
tivity information to employees. 

 Team members try to map the relationship between specific outcomes and 
productivity and the relationships between effect and performance, perfor-
mance and outcomes, and outcomes relationship to satisfaction of employee 
needs. ProMES consists of four steps. First, people in an organization identify 
the products, or the set of activities or objectives, the organization expects to 
accomplish. The organization’s productivity depends on how well it produces 
these products. At a repair shop, for example, a product might be something like 
“quality of repair.” Second, the staff defines indicators of the products. Indica-
tors are measures of how well the products are being generated by the organiza-
tion. Quality of repair could be indicated by (1) return rate (percentage of items 
returned that did not function immediately after repair) and (2) percentage of 
quality-control inspections passed. Third, the staff establishes the contingencies 
between the amount of the indicators and the level of evaluation associated with 
that amount. Fourth, a feedback system is developed that provides employees 
and work groups with information about their specific level of performance on 
each of the indicators. An overall productivity score can be computed by sum-
ming the effectiveness scores across the various indicators. 

 Research thus far strongly suggests this technique is effective in increasing pro-
ductivity. ( Figure 8.5  illustrates the productivity gains in the repair shop described 
previously.) The research also suggests the system is an effective feedback mecha-
nism. However, users found it time-consuming to develop the initial system.   
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  Evaluation of the Results Approach 
 The results approach minimizes subjectivity, relying on objective, quantifiable 
indicators of performance. Thus, it is usually highly acceptable to both manag-
ers and employees. Another advantage is that it links an individual’s results 
with the organization’s strategies and goals. 

 However, there are a number of challenges in using objective performance 
measures. Objective measurements can be both contaminated and deficient—
contaminated because they are affected by things that are not under the 
employee’s control and deficient because not all the important aspects of job 
performance are amenable to objective measurement. For example, consider 
how an economic recession can influence sales goals or, for a teacher, parental 
support for studying can influence student’s achievement test scores. Another 
disadvantage is that individuals may focus only on aspects of their perfor-
mance that are measured, neglecting those that are not. For example, if the large 
majority of employees’ goals relate to productivity, it is unlikely they will be 
concerned with customer service. One study found that objective performance 
goals led to higher performance but that they also led to helping co-workers 
less.  42   It is important to identify if goals should be set at the individual, team, or 
department level. Setting employees’ objectives may not be appropriate if work 
is team-based. Individual objectives may undermine behaviors related to team 
success such as sharing information and collaboration. A final disadvantage is 
that, although results measures provide objective feedback, the feedback may 

 Figure 8.5 
 Increases in 
Productivity for a 
Repair Shop Using 
ProMES Measures  
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 SOURCE: P. Pritchard, S. Jones, P. Roth, K. Stuebing, and S. Ekeberg, “The Evaluation of an Integrated Approach 
to Measuring Organizational Productivity,”  Personnel Psychology,  42, (1989), pp. 69–115. Used by permission. 
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not help employees learn how they need to change their behavior to increase 
their performance. If baseball players are in a hitting slump, simply telling them 
that their batting average is .190 may not motivate them to raise it. Feedback 
focusing on the exact behavior that needs to be changed (like taking one’s eye 
off the ball or dropping one’s shoulder) would be more helpful.  43   

 John Deere takes specific actions to avoid these problems.  44   At the start of each 
fiscal year, managers and employees meet to discuss objectives for the year. A 
midyear review is then conducted to check on the employees’ progress in meet-
ing the goals. The year-end review meeting focuses on evaluating goal accom-
plishment. Goal achievement at the end of the year is linked to pay increases 
and other rewards. All company objectives are supported by division objectives 
that are available for employees to view online. Employees also have available 
a learning and activities courseware catalog they can use to help develop skills 
needed to achieve their performance objectives.   

  THE QUALITY APPROACH 
 Thus far we have examined the traditional approaches to measuring and 
evaluating employee performance. Fundamental characteristics of the quality 
approach include a customer orientation, a prevention approach to errors, and 
continous improvement. Improving customer satisfaction is the primary goal of 
the quality approach. Customers can be internal or external to the organization. 
A performance management system designed with a strong quality orientation 
can be expected to

    • Emphasize an assessment of both person and system factors in the measure-
ment system.  

   • Emphasize that managers and employees work together to solve perfor-
mance problems.  

   • Involve both internal and external customers in setting standards and mea-
suring performance.  

   • Use multiple sources to evaluate person and system factors.  45      

 Based on this chapter’s earlier discussion of the characteristics of an effective 
performance management system, it should be apparent to you that these char-
acteristics are not just unique to the quality approach but are characteristics of 
an effective appraisal system! 

 Advocates of the quality approach believe that most U.S. companies’ perfor-
mance management systems are incompatible with the quality philosophy for a 
number of reasons:

    1. Most existing systems measure performance in terms of quantity, not quality.  
   2. Employees are held accountable for good or bad results to which they con-

tribute but do not completely control.  
   3. Companies do not share the financial rewards of successes with employees 

according to how much they have contributed to them.  
   4. Rewards are not connected to business results.  46      

 Sales, profit margins, and behavioral ratings are often collected by manag-
ers to evaluate employees’ performance. These are person-based outcomes. An 
assumption of using these types of outcomes is that the employee completely 
controls them. However, according to the quality approach, these types of 
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outcomes should not be used to evaluate employees’ performance because they 
do not have complete control over them (i.e., they are contaminated). For exam-
ple, for salespersons, performance evaluations (and salary increases) are often 
based on attainment of a sales quota. Salespersons’ abilities and motivation 
are assumed to be directly responsible for their performance. However, qual-
ity approach advocates argue that better determinants of whether a salesper-
son reaches the quota are “systems factors” (such as competitors’ product price 
changes) and economic conditions (which are not under the salesperson’s con-
trol).  47   Holding employees accountable for outcomes affected by systems factors 
is believed to result in dysfunctional behavior, such as falsifying sales reports, 
budgets, expense accounts, and other performance measures, as well as lower-
ing employees’ motivation for continuous improvement. 

 Quality advocates suggest that the major focus of performance evaluations 
should be to provide employees with feedback about areas in which they can 
improve. Two types of feedback are necessary: (1) subjective feedback from 
managers, peers, and customers about the personal qualities of the employee 
and (2) objective feedback based on the work process itself using statistical qual-
ity control methods. 

 At Just Born, the company that makes Peeps and Mike and Ike candy, the 
performance management process is designed with a strong quality orienta-
tion.  48   The performance management system is designed to facilitate employee 
improvement (a forward-looking approach) rather than focus entirely on what 
the employee has accomplished during the past year. Also, managers and 
employees are encouraged to work together to solve performance problems. 

 The performance management system is part of the company’s broader 
people development system (PDS) which is designed to ensure that learning 
and development align with business strategy and drive business results while 
ensuring employees have the skills to succeed in their current and future jobs. 
The PDS includes the performance management process, learning and career 
development processes, and succession planning process. Information from 
each of these systems is shared to ensure that employees are developing the 
skills through training and on-the-job experiences needed for their current jobs 
as well as preparing for their future career interests. Just Born’s performance 
management system starts with a planning meeting between the employee 
and their manager. At this meeting the employee’s role and strategic goals of 
the department are discussed. The manager and employee agree on up to four 
personal objectives that will help the department meet its objectives and the 
employee achieve the specific deliverables described in the job description. Two 
competencies that the employee needs to deliver or improve on are identified. 
The manager and employee work together to develop a learning plan to help 
the employee gain the competencies. During the year, the employee and man-
ager meet to discuss the progress in meeting the deliverables and improving the 
competencies. Pay decisions made at the end of each fiscal year are based on the 
achievement of performance objectives and learning goals. 

 Just Born also uses the Wow .  .  . Now improvement process, a customized 
Kaizen process to improve business processes and results. The Wow .  .  . Now 
improvement process includes teaching employees how to identify improve-
ment opportunities, collect data, make improvements, measure results, and, 
based on the results, refine practices. Kaizen, the Japanese word for improve-
ment, is one of the underlying principles of lean manufacturing and total 
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quality management (we discussed lean manufacturing in Chapter 1).    Kaizen    
refers to practices participated in by employees from all levels of the company 
that focus on continuous improvement of business processes.  49   As the Wow . . . 
Now improvement process illustrates, Kaizen involves considering a continu-
ous cycle of activities including planning, doing, checking, and acting (PDCA). 
Statistical process control techniques are used by employees to identify causes 
of problems and potential solutions. They include process-flow analysis, cause-
and-effect diagrams, control charts, histograms, and scattergrams. 

 Statistical process control techniques are very important in the quality 
approach. These techniques provide employees with an objective tool to identify 
causes of problems and potential solutions. These techniques include process-
flow analysis, cause-and-effect diagrams, Pareto charts, control charts, histo-
grams, and scattergrams.  Process-flow analysis  identifies each action and decision 
necessary to complete work, such as waiting on a customer or assembling a 
television set. Process-flow analysis is useful for identifying redundancy in pro-
cesses that increase manufacturing or service time. In  cause-and-effect diagrams,  
events or causes that result in undesirable outcomes are identified. Employees 
try to identify all possible causes of a problem. The feasibility of the causes is 
not evaluated, and as a result, cause-and-effect diagrams produce a large list of 
possible causes. A  Pareto chart  highlights the most important cause of a problem. 
In a Pareto chart, causes are listed in decreasing order of importance, where 
 importance  is usually defined as the frequency with which that cause resulted in 
a problem. The assumption of Pareto analysis is that the majority of problems 
are the result of a small number of causes.  Figure 8.6  shows a Pareto chart listing 
the reasons managers give for not selecting current employees for a job vacancy. 
 Control charts  involve collecting data at multiple points in time. By collecting 
data at different times, employees can identify what factors contribute to an out-
come and when they tend to occur.  Figure 8.7  shows the percentage of employ-
ees hired internally for a company for each quarter between 1993 and 1995.

    Kaizen  
 Employee practices 
that emphasize contin-
uous improvement of 
business processes.   

 Figure 8.6 
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Internal hiring increased dramatically during the third quarter of 1994. The use 
of control charts helps employees understand the number of internal candidates 
who can be expected to be hired each year. Also, the control chart shows that 
the amount of internal hiring conducted during the third quarter of 1994 was 
much larger than normal.  Histograms  display distributions of large sets of data. 
Data are grouped into a smaller number of categories or classes. Histograms are 
useful for understanding the amount of variance between an outcome and the 
expected value or average outcome.   

  Scattergrams  show the relationship between two variables, events, or different 
pieces of data. Scattergrams help employees determine whether the relationship 
between two variables or events is positive, negative, or zero. 

  Evaluation of the Quality Approach 
 The quality approach relies primarily on a combination of the attribute and 
results approaches to performance measurement. However, traditional per-
formance appraisal systems focus more on individual employee performance, 
while the quality approach adopts a systems-oriented focus.  50   Many companies 
may be unwilling to completely abandon their traditional performance manage-
ment system because it serves as the basis for personnel selection validation, 
identification of training needs, or compensation decisions. Also, the quality 
approach advocates evaluation of personal traits (such as cooperation), which 
are difficult to relate to job performance unless the company has been structured 
into work teams. 

 In summary, organizations can take five approaches to measuring perfor-
mance: comparative, attribute, behavioral, results, and quality.  Table 8.9  sum-
marizes the various approaches to measuring performance based on the criteria 
we set forth earlier and illustrates that each approach has strengths and weak-
nesses. As a result, effective performance evaluations involve a combination of 
approaches including assessment of objectives and behaviors.      

 LO 8-5 
 Choose the most 
effective approach 
to performance mea-
surement for a given 
situation. 
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  Choosing a Source for 
Performance Information  
 Whatever approach to performance management is used, it is necessary to decide 
whom to use as the source of the performance measures. Each source has specific 
strengths and weaknesses. We discuss five primary sources: managers, peers, 
subordinates, self, and customers. To increase the effect of performance manage-
ment systems include many companies both managers and self-assessment of 
performance. This helps facilitate a conversation about performance during the 
appraisal meeting and on a more frequent basis. The “Competing through Sus-
tainability” box illustrates the importance of using multiple sources of perfor-
mance information to ensure that the needs of all stakeholders are being met.  

   MANAGERS 
 Managers are the most frequently used source of performance information. It 
is usually safe to assume that supervisors have extensive knowledge of the job 
requirements and that they have had adequate opportunity to observe their 

 LO 8-6 
 Discuss the advantages 
and disadvantages of 
the different sources 
of performance 
information. 

 LO 8-7 
 Choose the most effec-
tive source(s) for per-
formance information 
for any situation. 

   CRITERIA 

 APPROACH 
 STRATEGIC 
CONGRUENCE  VALIDITY  RELIABILITY  ACCEPTABILITY  SPECIFICITY 

 Comparative  Poor, unless 
manager takes 
time to make 
link 

 Can be high 
if ratings are 
done carefully 

 Depends on rater, 
but usually no 
measure of 
agreement used 

 Moderate; easy 
to develop and 
use but resistant 
to normative 
standard 

 Very low 

 Attribute  Usually low; 
requires 
manager to 
make link 

 Usually low; 
can be fine 
if developed 
carefully 

 Usually low; can be 
improved by 
specific definitions 
of attributes 

 High; easy to 
develop and use 

 Very low 

 Behavioral  Can be quite 
high 

 Usually high; 
minimizes 
contamination 
and deficiency 

 Usually high  Moderate; 
difficult to 
develop, but 
accepted well 
for use 

 Very high 

 Results  Very high  Usually high; 
can be both 
contaminated 
and deficient 

 High; main 
problem can be 
test–retest—
depends on timing 
of measure 

 High; usually 
developed with 
input from those 
to be evaluated 

 High regarding 
results, but low 
regarding behav-
iors necessary to 
achieve them 

 Quality  Very high  High, but can 
be both 
contaminated 
and deficient 

 High  High; usually 
developed with 
input from those 
to be evaluated 

 High regarding 
results, but low 
regarding behav-
iors necessary to 
achieve them 

 Table 8.9 
 Evaluation of Approaches to Performance Measurement 
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 COMPETING THROUGH SUSTAINABILITY 

  The Health Foundation Evaluates Performance from 
Different Perspectives to Insure It Meets Its Mission and Goals 

Performance management can 
help create and reinforce the 
skills, motivation, values, and 
culture that help organizations 
achieve economic, social, and 
environmental benefits. Also, 
performance management 
can help insure the long-term 
benefits for the organiza-
tion’s stakeholders including 
employees, customers, and 
the community. The Health 
Foundation in the United King-
dom is a non-profit organiza-
tion with a mission to insure 
that groups and individuals 
are not cut off from access to 
health care. It provides fund-
ing for programs to improve 
health systems in the UK and 
helps UK inhabitants make 
informed decisions about 
healthcare and advocate for 
their health. 

It focuses on two needs 
it has defined as priorities: 
patient safety and person- 
centered care. For each need, 
the organization establishes 
yearly objectives the agency 
should attain to fulfil its mis-
sion. The Health Foundation 
cherishes the idea of continu-
ous learning and development. 
Keeping track of individual’s 

achievements and providing 
reflection upon this is an impor-
tant aspect of work. Therefore, 
at the Health Foundation, each 
employee collaborates with his 
or her supervisor to define the 
employee’s performance objec-
tives. Because the organization 
has already established and 
published yearly organization-
level objectives, the supervisor 
has a sense of what his or her 
group needs to accomplish to 
support those objectives. This 
information enables the man-
ager to support the employee 
in identifying goals that will 
contribute to achieving the 
group’s effort. In practice, 
meeting these ideals can be 
challenging. 

Some accomplishments are 
difficult to measure, and some 
appear unrelated to the Health 
Foundation’s overall goals and 
mission related to promoting 
health. However, the Health 
Foundation aims to engage 
all staff with a challenging and 
exciting learning culture and 
encourage openness, discus-
sion and feedback so the 
Foundation can develop and 
continuously improve. Also 
this culture advocates that 

diversity is important and peo-
ple are valued, respected and 
know that they matter. The 
Health Foundation addresses 
this by gathering perfor-
mance information from an 
employee’s peers, customers, 
and subordinates. They can 
indicate whether, for example, 
they feel that the employee 
has treated them with respect. 
Likewise, measurements of 
an employee group’s morale 
gauge whether the group’s 
manager is leading effectively. 

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
 1. What source(s) for perfor-

mance information do you 
think it is best to use to 
determine whether employ-
ees are working toward the 
organization’s long-term 
goals and mission, and ulti-
mately its future?

 2. What performance outcomes 
(attributes, behaviors, com-
petencies, objective results) 
would you assess?

SOURCES: www.health.org.uk/about-us/
work-for-us/benefits-of-working-for-us/; 
www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/
uploads/attachment_data/file/270368/34658_
Cm_8777_Vol_1_accessible.pdf; www.health.
org.uk/blog/my-promise-to-learn/. Accessed 
6th May 2014.  

employees—in other words, that they have the ability to rate their employees. In 
addition, because supervisors have something to gain from the employees’ high 
performance and something to lose from low performance, they are motivated 
to make accurate ratings.  51   Finally, feedback from supervisors is strongly related 
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to performance and to employee perceptions of the accuracy of the appraisal if 
managers attempt to observe employee behavior or discuss performance issues 
in the feedback session.  52   

 Burlington Northern Santa Fe Corporation of Fort Worth, Texas, improved 
its performance management process by holding leaders accountable in setting 
annual goals, creating individual development plans, providing feedback and 
coaching to employees, and self-evaluation.  53   An online performance manage-
ment system supports the process. The company’s executive team creates the 
overall company objectives, which cascade down to each department and indi-
vidual employees who can now see how they contribute to the company’s suc-
cess. The online system allows managers and employees to see how they and 
the department are progressing on the objectives. Required to be engaged in the 
performance management process, managers are more focused on the necessary 
communications, coaching, and giving feedback, and they are more inclined 
to seek out training to be sure that they have the necessary communications, 
feedback, and coaching skills. Managers’ effectiveness is monitored by periodic 
employee surveys that ask questions about whether the manager discusses per-
formance, whether the dialogue with the manager is two-way, and whether the 
employee receives ongoing feedback.  

 Problems with using supervisors as the source of performance information 
can occur in particular situations. In some jobs, for example, the supervisor 
does not have an adequate opportunity to observe the employee performing 
his job duties. For example, in outside sales jobs, the supervisor does not have 
the opportunity to see the salesperson at work most of the time. This usually 
requires that the manager occasionally spend a day accompanying the sales-
person on sales calls. However, on those occasions the employee will be on best 
behavior, so there is no assurance that performance that day accurately reflects 
performance when the manager is not around. 

 Also, some supervisors may be so biased against a particular employee that 
to use the supervisor as the sole source of information would result in less-than-
accurate measures for that individual. Favoritism is a fact of organizational life, 
but it is one that must be minimized as much as possible in performance man-
agement.  54   Thus, the performance evaluation system should seek to minimize 
the opportunities for favoritism to affect ratings. One way to do this is not to 
rely on only a supervisor’s evaluation of an employee’s performance.  

  PEERS 
 Another source of performance information is the employee’s co-workers. Peers 
are an excellent source of information in a job such as law enforcement, where 
the supervisor does not always observe the employee. Peers have expert knowl-
edge of job requirements, and they often have the most opportunity to observe 
the employee in day-to-day activities. Also, peers are often in the best position 
to praise and recognize each other’s performance on a daily basis. International 
Fitness Holdings, a Canada-based health care group, uses peer-to-peer feed-
back to recognize employees day-to-day behaviors that often go unnoticed such 
as helping out with a challenging task, yet exemplify the company’s core val-
ues.  55   A pencil-and-paper version of the peer-to-peer feedback system requiring 
employees to write thank-you notes generated little excitement. So the company 
created a Facebook-like application which employees can use to recognize peers 
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publicly by posting messages to a “team wall” as well as privately using e-mail. 
Each employee receives 300 points each year that they can allocate as they like 
to acknowledge their peers’ behaviors. The points can be traded for awards such 
as paid time-off, gas cards, or gift certificates. Peers also bring a different per-
spective to the evaluation process, which can be valuable in gaining an overall 
picture of the individual’s performance. In fact, peers have been found to pro-
vide extremely valid assessments of performance in several different settings.  56   

 One disadvantage of using peer ratings is the potential for friendship to bias 
ratings.  57   Little empirical evidence suggests that this is often a problem, how-
ever. Another disadvantage is that when the evaluations are made for admin-
istrative decisions, peers often find the situation of being both rater and ratee 
uncomfortable. When these ratings are used only for developmental purposes, 
however, peers react favorably.  58    

  SUBORDINATES 
 Subordinates are an especially valuable source of performance information 
when managers are evaluated. Subordinates often have the best opportunity 
to evaluate how well a manager treats employees.    Upward feedback    refers to 
appraisals that involve collecting subordinates’ evaluations of manager’s behav-
ior or skills. Dell Inc., the Texas-based computer company, recently took steps to 
focus not only on financial goals but also on making the company a great place 
to work to attract and keep talented employees.  59   To help develop what Dell 
calls a “winning culture,” Dell added a people management component to its 
results-oriented performance management system. Managers are now rated by 
their employees on semiannual “Tell Dell” surveys. Managers who receive less 
than 50% favorable scores on five questions receive less favorable compensa-
tion, bonus, and promotion opportunities and are required to take additional 
training.  Table 8.10  shows the five questions. Managers are expected to work 
continuously to improve their scores. Their goal is to receive at least 75% favor-
able ratings from employees on the five questions. One study found that manag-
ers viewed receiving upward feedback more positively when receiving feedback 
from subordinates who were identified, but subordinates preferred to provide 
anonymous feedback. When subordinates were identified, they inflated their 
ratings of the manager.  60    

 One problem with subordinate evaluations is that they give subordinates 
power over their managers, thus putting the manager in a difficult situation.  61   
This can lead to managers’ emphasizing employee satisfaction over productiv-
ity. However, this happens only when administrative decisions are made from 

    Upward Feedback  
 Managerial perfor-
mance appraisal that 
involves subordinates’ 
evaluations of the 
manager’s behavior or 
skills.   

    •   Even if I were offered a comparable position with similar pay and benefits at 
another company, I would stay at Dell.  

  •   I receive ongoing feedback that helps me to improve my performance.  
  •   My manager/supervisor supports my efforts to balance my work and personal life.  
  •   My manager/supervisor is effective at managing people.  
  •   I can be successful at Dell and still retain my individuality.    

 SOURCE: Based on A. Pomeroy, “Agent of Change,”  HR Magazine,  May 2005, pp. 52–56. 

 Table 8.10 
 Example of Upward 
Feedback Survey 
Questions from “Tell 
Dell” Surveys 
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these evaluations. As with peer evaluations, it is a good idea to use subordinate 
evaluations only for developmental purposes. To assure subordinates that they 
need not fear retribution from their managers, it is necessary to use anonymous 
evaluations and at least three subordinates for each manager.  

  SELF 
 Although self-ratings are not often used as the sole source of performance 
information, they can still be valuable.  62   Obviously, individuals have extensive 
opportunities to observe their own behavior, and they usually have access to 
information regarding their results on the job. The YMCA of Greater Rochester, 
New York, added employee self-evaluation as part of its performance review 
process to address concerns that employees had little input into the appraisal 
process. It didn’t help facilitate conversation between employees and managers, 
and both parties dreaded formal appraisal meetings.  63   In the revamped process, 
self-evaluation allows employees to give examples of good performance and to 
request training to improve their weaknesses. Before they are finalized, perfor-
mance ratings are based on a discussion between the manager and employee. 
Self-evaluations have lessened the fear and anxiety associated with the old 
appraisal process. Employees feel they have a voice and the opportunity to 
influence the appraisal process. Managers are relieved because the burden for 
evaluation is no longer completely their responsibility. Now, employees provide 
them with feedback and insight into their performance which help determine 
performance ratings. 

 One problem with self-ratings, however, is a tendency toward inflated assess-
ments. Research has found that self-ratings for personal traits as well as overall 
performance ratings tend to be lenient compared to ratings from other sources.  64   
This stems from two sources. If the ratings are going to be used for admin-
istrative decisions (like pay raises), it is in the employees’ interests to inflate 
their ratings. And there is ample evidence in the social psychology literature 
that individuals attribute their poor performance to external causes, such as 
a co-worker who they think has not provided them with timely information. 
Although self-ratings are less inflated when supervisors provide frequent per-
formance feedback, it is not advisable to use them for administrative purposes.  65   
The best use of self-ratings is as a prelude to the performance feedback session 
to get employees thinking about their performance and to focus discussion on 
areas of disagreement.  

  CUSTOMERS 
 As discussed in Chapter 1, service industries are expected to account for a major 
portion of job growth.  66   As a result, many companies are involving customers in 
their evaluation systems. One writer has defined  services  this way: “Services is 
something which can be bought and sold but which you cannot drop on your 
foot.”  67   Because of the unique nature of services—the product is often produced 
and consumed on the spot—supervisors, peers, and subordinates often do not 
have the opportunity to observe employee behavior. Instead, the customer is 
often the only person present to observe the employee’s performance and thus 
is the best source of performance information. 
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 Many companies in service industries have moved toward customer evalua-
tions of employee performance. Marriott Corporation provides a customer satis-
faction card in every room and mails surveys to a random sample of customers 
after their stay in a Marriott hotel. Whirlpool’s Consumer Services Division 
conducts on-site (using the service technicians’ handheld computers), mail, and 
telephone surveys of customers after factory service technicians have serviced 
their appliances. These surveys allow the company to evaluate an individual 
technician’s customer-service behaviors while in the customer’s home. 

 Using customer evaluations of employee performance is appropriate in two 
situations.  68   The first is when an employee’s job requires direct service to the 
customer or linking the customer to other services within the company. Second, 
customer evaluations are appropriate when the company is interested in gather-
ing information to determine what products and services the customer wants. 
That is, customer evaluations serve a strategic goal by integrating marketing 
strategies with human resource activities and policies. Customer evaluations 
collected for this purpose are useful for both evaluating the employee and help-
ing to determine whether changes in other HRM activities (such as training or 
the compensation system) are needed to improve customer service. 

 The weakness of customer surveys is their expense, particularly if printing, 
postage, telephone, and labor are involved. On-site surveys completed using 
handheld computers help eliminate these expenses. 

 In conclusion, the best source of performance information often depends on 
the particular job. One should choose the source or sources that provide the best 
opportunity to observe employee behavior and results. Often, eliciting perfor-
mance information from a variety of sources results in a performance manage-
ment process that is accurate and effective. In fact, one recent popular trend in 
organizations is called    360-degree appraisals    .   69   This technique consists of hav-
ing multiple raters (boss, peers, subordinates, customers) provide input into a 
manager’s evaluation. The major advantage of the technique is that it provides 
a means for minimizing bias in an otherwise subjective evaluation technique. It 
has been used primarily for strategic and developmental purposes and is dis-
cussed in greater detail in Chapter 9.  70       

    360-Degree 
Appraisal  
 A performance 
appraisal process 
for managers that 
includes evaluations 
from a wide range of 
persons who interact 
with the manager. The 
process includes self-
evaluations as well as 
evaluations from the 
manager’s boss, sub-
ordinates, peers, and 
customers.   

 EVIDENCE-BASED HR 
 Launched in 1994, the MTN Group is a multinational telecommunications 
group, operating in 21 countries in Africa, Asia and the Middle East. As of 
30 April 2011, MTN recorded 149 million subscribers and subsequently passed 
150 million subscribers across its operations. MTN’s substantial investment in 
its network, customer service initiatives and its people training and develop-
ment was recognised when it took the number one spots in the Ask Afrika 
Orange Index survey in the Telecommunication Provider and Internet Service 
Provider categories. Ask Afrika Orange is a South African customer satis-
faction index that is researched and compiled annually by market research 
specialist Ask Afrika. This high level of customer satisfaction at MTN is sup-
ported by a variety of evidence-based interventions. For example, proactive 
and on-going customer satisfaction is measured by an independent company. 
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  Use of Technology in 
Performance Management 
  Technology is influencing performance management systems in three ways. As 
we have seen in the chapter many companies are moving to web-based online 
paperless performance management systems. These systems help companies 
ensure that performance goals across all levels of the organization are aligned, 
provide managers and employees with greater access to performance informa-
tion and tools for understanding and using the data, and improve the efficiency 
of the performance management process. Consider the use of online perfor-
mance management at Sereno, a biotechnology company, and Amcor Sunclipse, 
a nationwide distribution company headquartered in California.  71   Sereno uses 
an online performance management system that allows all managers to see the 
performance of any employee that they are responsible for as well as the total 
distribution of ratings. Senior managers can see how every manager rated their 
people and analyze the relationship between department productivity and the 
total average performance of employees in the department. If there is a lack of 
relationship it suggests that employees are being overrated. At Amcor Sunclipse, 
annual appraisals were consistently late, there was no consistency in appraisals, 
they had little connection to company objectives, and weren’t useful in assign-
ing employees to training programs or filling open positions. The new online 
process allows e-mail notification to employees and their manager to complete 
performance evaluations and makes it easier to weight the relative value of dif-
ferent performance goals. For example, all employees are measured on safety 
behaviors but safety is a more critical part of some jobs (such as manufacturing 
jobs) than others. The online system can be set up to automatically weight per-
formance areas (safety, reduce waste, etc.) based on how important they are to 
the job. For example, for a manufacturing supervisor improving safety might 
count for 40% of their overall performance rating compared to 5% for an office 
worker. 

 Second, social media tools such as Facebook and Twitter are increasingly 
being used to deliver timely feedback. As emphasized in the effective perfor-
mance management model (see  Figure 8.1 ) performance feedback is a critical 
part of the performance management process that should not be limited to quar-
terly, midyear, or annual formal performance evaluations. Also sometimes peers 
and coworkers can give more timely and accurate feedback and recognition 
than busy managers. The “Competing through Technology” box shows how 
social media tools are being used for performance feedback. 

The independent assessor uses computer assisted telephonic interviewing to 
gather information regarding customer service. This data is then combined 
with 1500 randomly picked subscribers who are interviewed every three 
months. This multi-pronged approach to assessing the real level of customer 
satisfaction has consistently produced results suggesting that customer satis-
faction is more than 85%. 

SOURCES: www.pmg.org.za/docs/2002/appendices/021105mtn.ppt; www.bizcommunity.com/Article/196/545/
65201.html. Accessed 6th May 2014. 
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 COMPETING THROUGH TECHNOLOGY 

 Many employees are no lon-
ger waiting for a formal per-
formance appraisal to receive 
feedback or help them under-
stand how to improve. Employ-
ees are increasingly relying on 
social media for performance 
feedback whether or not the 
organization is using Facebook, 
Twitter, or MySpace as part of 
the performance management 
process. This is especially true 
for Generation Y employees 
who have grown up electroni-
cally connected to each other 
through social media tools that 
enable personal and profes-
sional connections. Regardless, 
high performers of all ages 
across generations are likely to 
seek and value feedback. 

 Recognizing the potential use 
of social media for performance 
management and capitalizing 
on the employees’ needs for 
feedback from peers as well 
as their managers, forward-
thinking companies are devel-
oping websites or purchasing 
software to help make perfor-
mance management more of 
an ongoing dynamic process. 
Social media tools provide the 
opportunity for employees to 
get recognition from peers who 
may be in the best position to 
observe and quickly recognize 
good performance. Use of 
social media as a performance 
management tool is likely to be 
more prevalent in companies 
that have a culture emphasizing 
open communications rather 

than those that believe they 
need managers to tightly con-
trol and monitor performance. 
For example, Accenture has 
developed a Facebook-type 
program called Performance 
Multiplier that allows employees 
to update their performance 
and post weekly performance 
goals. Leo Pharma Inc. has a 
Facebook-like wall that serves 
as a virtual bulletin board where 
employees can recognize each 
other for behaviors that sup-
port the company’s core values. 
Salesforce  work.com’s  perfor-
mance management platform 
resembles a Facebook page. 
Employees and managers 
can send each other colorful 
“badges” to recognize good 
performance. The badges 
include slogans such as “you 
rock” or “kicking butt.” Also 
employees can receive feed-
back and coaching from peers. 
Employees can post short ques-
tions about their performance 
such as “What did you think 
about my speech?” or “How 
can I handle angry custom-
ers better?” The questions are 
e-mailed to managers, peers, 
and anyone else from whom 
the employee wants to receive 
feedback. The responses are 
gathered together so they are 
anonymous and sent back to 
the employee, providing a 
quick and timely performance 
review. Worksimple is a social 
performance platform based 
on actual work and social goals 

that happen throughout 
the workday. Worksimple helps 
employees develop current and 
future goals, tie them into team 
and company goals, and share 
them with peers and managers 
to get feedback and keep them 
up-to-date on changes in the 
goals. Some companies are also 
posting performance review 
forms on Wikis to improve the 
accuracy and validity of evalua-
tions by allowing all parties who 
have observed an employee’s 
performance, including man-
agers, peers, and customers, 
to provide input into the pro-
cess and valuable feedback to 
employees.  

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
 1. Consider the performance 

management process shown 
in Figure 8.1. On which 
step(s) in the process do you 
think social media tools can 
have the greatest positive 
influence?

 2. What are the potential dis-
advantages of using social 
media tools in performance 
management?

 SOURCES: A. Brown, “Crossing the Gen-
erational Divide,”  Financial Post,  April 14, 
2011, from  www.financialpost.com ; P. Gala-
gan, “Dude How’d I Do?”  T   1   D,  July 2009, 
pp. 26–28; and J. McGregor, “Performance 
Review Takes a Page from Facebook,”  Busi-
nessWeek,  March 12, 2009, p. 58.;  http://
work.com , accessed April 9, 2013; “Perfor-
mance Reviews Remade,”  Fortune,  October 
29, 2012, p. 60;  http://getworksimple.com ; 
D. Zielinski, “Giving Praise,”  HR Magazine,  
October 2012, pp. 77–78. 

  Social Media Tools Help Make Performance 
Management a Daily Event 
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 Third, companies are relying on electronic tracking and monitoring systems 
and software to ensure that employees are working when and how they should 
be and to block access to visiting certain websites (such as those containing por-
nographic images). These systems include hand and fingerprint recognition sys-
tems, global positioning systems (GPS), and systems that can track employees 
using cell phones and handheld computers. 

 For example, at the New York law firm Akin & Smith LLC, paralegals, recep-
tionists, and clerks clock in by placing their finger on a sensor kept at a secre-
tary’s desk. The managing partners believe the system improves productivity 
and keeps everyone honest, holding them to their lunch times.  72   

 Economic Advantages Corporation, a mortgage service company with offices 
in Vermont and New York, installed an attendance tracking system. The new 
system implies that the company’s salaried workers, client services represen-
tatives, get paid by the hour. Automated Waste Disposal, based in Danbury, 
Connecticut, was concerned with the amount of overtime hours of garbage col-
lectors and sales staff. The operations manager installed a global positioning 
system (GPS) in garbage trucks and sales vehicles. The tracking technology has 
reduced the need for overtime hours to complete work, eliminating employees 
getting “lost” during the day and visiting friends or local restaurants during 
work hours.  73   

 Meijer, a retail supercenter offering groceries and 40 other departments 
(including furniture, automotive, fashion, and health and beauty), is one of sev-
eral retailers using software designed to improve the efficiency of cashiers.  74   The 
store’s computer times how long it takes to complete each customer transac-
tion, taking into account the kinds of merchandise being purchased as well as 
whether customers are paying with cash, credit, gift cards, or store credit. Each 
week the cashiers receive scores. If the cashier falls below the baseline score too 
many times, they may be carefully monitored by their manager, moved to a 
lower-paying job, or even lose their job! 

 The rationale behind the system is to maximize efficiency to improve cus-
tomer service. Meijer suggests that the system has helped managers identify 
slow cashiers and work with them to improve their efficiency. It also allows the 
company to establish standards for identifying which newly hired cashiers in 
the 90-day probationary period should be transferred or fired. However, inter-
views with cashiers suggest that it has increased their stress and decreased other 
customer service behaviors not related to efficiency, such as making eye contact 
with customers, or rushing older or physically challenged customers who might 
need help unloading and paying for their merchandise. Some customers like the 
quicker checkout times, but others feel that the cashiers are not as friendly with 
them because they are rushed at checkout. 

 Despite the potential increased productivity and efficiency benefits that can 
result from these systems, they still present privacy concerns. Critics argue that 
these system threaten to reduce the workplace to an electronic sweatshop in 
which employees are treated as robots that are monitored to maximize produc-
tivity for every second they are at work. Also, electronic monitoring systems 
such as GPS threaten employees’ rights and dignity to work without being 
monitored.  

 Some argue that electronic tracking systems are needlessly surveilling and 
tracking employees when there is no reason to believe that anything is wrong. 
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Good managers know what their employees are doing, and electronic systems 
should not be a substitute for good management. Critics also argue that such 
systems result in less productivity and motivation, demoralize employees, and 
create unnecessary stress. A mentality is created that employees have to always 
be at their desks to be productive. Advocates, on the other hand, counter that 
these systems ensure that time is not abused, they improve scheduling, and they 
help managers identify lazy workers. To avoid the potential negative effects of 
electronic monitoring, managers must communicate why employees are being 
monitored. Monitoring can also be used as a way for more experienced employ-
ees to coach less experienced employees.  

   REDUCING RATER ERRORS, POLITICS, AND INCREASING 
RELIABILITY AND VALIDITY OF RATINGS 
 Research consistently reveals that humans have tremendous limitations in pro-
cessing information. Because we are so limited, we often use “heuristics,” or sim-
plifying mechanisms, to make judgments, whether about investments or about 
people.  75   These heuristics, which appear often in subjective measures of perfor-
mance, can lead to rater errors. Performance evaluations may also be purposefully 
distorted to achieve personal or company goals (appraisal politics).  Table  8.11  
shows the different types of rating errors. Similar to me error is based on stereo-
types the rater has about how individuals with certain characteristics are expected 
to perform.  76   Leniency, strictness, and central tendency are known as distribu-
tional errors because the rater tends to use only one part of the rating scale.  

    Appraisal politics    refer to evaluators purposefully distorting a rating to 
achieve personal or company goals. Research suggests that several factors pro-
mote appraisal politics. These factors are inherent in the appraisal system and 

 LO 8-8 
 Distinguish types of 
rating errors, and 
explain how to mini-
mize each in a perfor-
mance evaluation. 

    Appraisal Politics  
 A situation in which 
evaluators purpose-
fully distort ratings to 
achieve personal or 
company goals.   

 RATER ERROR  DESCRIPTION 

 Similar to me  Individuals who are similar to us in race, gender, back-
ground, interest, beliefs, etc., receive higher ratings than 
those who are not. 

 Contrast  Ratings influenced by comparison between individuals 
instead of an objective standard (e.g., employee receives 
lower than deserved rating because he/she is compared to 
outstanding peers). 

 Leniency  Rater gives high ratings to all employees regardless of their 
performance. 

 Strictness  Rater gives low ratings to all employees regardless of their 
performance. 

 Central tendency  Rater gives middle or average ratings to all employees 
despite their performance. 

 Halo  Rater gives employee high ratings on all aspects of perfor-
mance because of their overall positive impression of the 
employee. 

 Horns  Rater gives employee low ratings on all aspects of perfor-
mance because of an overall negative impression of the 
employee. 

 Table 8.11 
 Typical Rater Errors 
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the company culture. Appraisal politics are most likely to occur when raters are 
accountable to the employee being rated, there are competing rating goals, and a 
direct link exists between performance appraisal and highly desirable rewards. 
Also, appraisal politics are likely to occur if top executives tolerate distortion 
or are complacent toward it, and if distortion strategies are part of “company 
folklore” and are passed down from senior employees to new employees. For 
example, employees at King Pharmaceutical resisted development of a central-
ized performance system.  77   King Pharmaceutical is built from smaller acquired 
companies, each with a unique culture. Each department within the company 
had developed its own way of figuring out how to evaluate performance and 
link it to pay. 

 There are three approaches to reducing rating errors.  78   They include rater error 
training, frame-of-reference training, and calibration meetings.  Rater error train-
ing  attempts to make managers aware of rating errors and helps them develop 
strategies for minimizing those errors.  79   These programs consist of having the 
participants view videotaped vignettes designed to elicit rating errors such as 
“contrast.” They then make their ratings and discuss how the error influenced 
the rating. Finally, they get tips to avoid committing those errors. This approach 
has been shown to be effective for reducing errors, but there is evidence that 
reducing rating errors can also reduce accuracy.  80   

  Rater accuracy training,  also called  frame-of-reference training,  attempts to 
emphasize the multidimensional nature of performance and to get raters to 
understand and use the same idea of high, medium, and low performance when 
making evaluations. This involves providing examples of performance for each 
dimension and then discussing the actual or “correct” level of performance that 
the example represents.  81   Accuracy training seems to increase accuracy, pro-
vided that in addition the raters are held accountable for ratings, job-related 
rating scales are used, and raters keep records of the behavior they observe.  82   

 An important way to help ensure that performance is evaluated consis-
tently across managers and to reduce the influence of rating errors and politics 
on appraisals is to hold calibration meetings.  83      Calibration meetings    provide 
a way to discuss employees’ performance with the goal of ensuring that simi-
lar standards are applied to their evaluations. These meeting include manag-
ers responsible for conducting performance appraisals and their managers and 
are facilitated by an internal HR representative or an external consultant. In the 
meetings, each employee’s performance rating and the manager’s reasons for 
the ratings are discussed. Managers have the opportunity to discuss the defi-
nition of each performance rating and ask questions. The calibration meetings 
help managers identify if their ratings are too positive or negative or tend to 
be based on employees’ most recent performance. Managers are more likely to 
provide accurate evaluations that are well-documented when they know they 
may have to justify them in a calibration meeting. Calibration meetings can also 
help eliminate politics by discussing how performance ratings relate to business 
results. Also, in addition to rater training and calibration meetings, to minimize 
appraisal politics, managers should keep in mind the characteristics of a fair 
appraisal system, shown earlier in  Table 8.2 . Thus, managers should also:

    • Build top management support for the appraisal system and actively discour-
age distortion.  

   • Give raters some latitude to customize performance objectives and criteria for 
their ratees.  

    Calibration 
Meetings  
 Meetings attended 
by managers in which 
employee performance 
ratings are discussed 
and evidence sup-
porting the ratings is 
provided. The purpose 
of the meetings is to 
reduce the influence of 
rating errors and poli-
tics on performance 
appraisals.   
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   • Recognize employee accomplishments that are not self-promoted.  
   • Provide employees with access to information regarding which behaviors are 

desired and acceptable at work.  
   • Encourage employees to actively seek and use feedback to improve 

performance.  
   • Make sure constraints such as budget do not drive the process.  
   • Make sure appraisal processes are consistent across the company.  
   • Foster a climate of openness to encourage employees to be honest about 

weaknesses.  84         

  Performance Feedback  
 Once the expected performance has been defined and employees’ performances 
have been measured, it is necessary to feed that performance information back 
to the employees so they can correct any deficiencies. The performance feed-
back process is complex and provokes anxiety for both the manager and the 
employee. 

 Few of us feel comfortable sitting in judgment of others. The thought of con-
fronting others with what we perceive to be their deficiencies causes most of us 
to shake in our shoes. If giving negative feedback is painful, receiving it can be 
excruciating—thus the importance of the performance feedback process.  

   THE MANAGER’S ROLE IN AN EFFECTIVE 
PERFORMANCE FEEDBACK PROCESS 
 If employees are not made aware of how their performance is not meeting 
expectations, their performance will almost certainly not improve. In fact, it 
may get worse. Effective managers provide specific performance feedback to 
employees in a way that elicits positive behavioral responses. Because of the 
importance of performance feedback for an effective performance management 
system many companies are training managers on how to provide feedback. 
For example, Lubrizol Corporation, a chemical manufacturer based in Wickliffe, 
Ohio, requires that managers enroll in a two-day training course designed to 
help them provide meaningful feedback.  85   The company’s goal is to become rec-
ognized as the best developer of people. The training course focuses on how 
managers give feedback, who they need help from, and how they can hold 
themselves accountable. To provide effective performance feedback managers 
should consider the following recommendations.  86      

  Feedback Should Be Given Frequently, Not Once a Year.   There are two rea-
sons for this. First, managers have a responsibility to correct performance defi-
ciencies immediately on becoming aware of them. If performance is subpar in 
January, waiting until December to appraise the performance could mean an 
11-month productivity loss. Second, a major determinant of the effectiveness of 
a feedback session is the degree to which the subordinate is not surprised by 
the evaluation. An easy rule to follow is that employees should receive such fre-
quent performance feedback that they already know almost exactly what their 
formal evaluation will be. 

 LO 8-9 
 Conduct an effective 
performance feedback 
session. 
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 Surveys results from several companies suggest that many employees, espe-
cially those in Generation Y (employees born after 1980), want more frequent and 
candid performance feedback from managers beyond what is provided once or 
twice a year during their formal performance review.  87   As a result, Ernst & Young 
LLC created an online “Feedback Zone” that prompts employees twice a year to 
request feedback but also allows them to request or submit feedback at any time.  

  Create the Right Context for the Discussion.   Managers should choose a neu-
tral location for the feedback session. The manager’s office may not be the best 
place for a constructive feedback session because the employee may associate 
the office with unpleasant conversations. Managers should describe the meeting 
as an opportunity to discuss the role of the employee, the role of the manager, 
and the relationship between them. Managers should also acknowledge that 
they would like the meeting to be an open dialogue.  

  Ask the Employee to Rate His or Her Performance before the Session.   Hav-
ing employees complete a self-assessment before the feedback session can be 
very productive. It requires employees to think about their performance over 
the past rating period, and it encourages them to think about their weaknesses. 
Although self-ratings used for administrative decisions are often inflated, there 
is evidence that they may actually be lower than supervisors’ ratings when done 
for developmental purposes. Another reason a self-assessment can be produc-
tive is that it can make the session go more smoothly by focusing discussion on 
areas where disagreement exists, resulting in a more efficient session. Finally, 
employees who have thought about past performance are more able to partici-
pate fully in the feedback session.  

  Encourage the Employee to Participate in the Session.   Managers can take 
one of three approaches in performance feedback sessions. In the “tell-and-sell” 
approach, managers tell the employees how they have rated them and then jus-
tify these ratings. In the “tell-and-listen” approach, managers tell employees how 
they have rated them and then let the employees explain their side of the story. 
In the “problem-solving” approach, managers and employees work together to 
solve performance problems in an atmosphere of respect and encouragement. 
In spite of the research demonstrating the superiority of the problem-solving 
approach, most managers still rely on the tell-and-sell approach. 

 When employees participate in the feedback session, they are consistently 
satisfied with the process. (Recall our discussion of fairness earlier in this chap-
ter.) Participation includes allowing employees to voice their opinions of the 
evaluation, as well as discuss performance goals. One study found that, other 
than satisfaction with one’s supervisor, participation was the single most impor-
tant predictor of satisfaction with the feedback session.  88    

  Recognize Effective Performance through Praise.   One usually thinks of perfor-
mance feedback sessions as focusing on the employee’s performance problems. 
This should never be the case. The purpose of the session is to give accurate 
performance feedback, which entails recognizing effective performance as well 
as poor performance. Praising effective performance provides reinforcement for 
that behavior. It also adds credibility to the feedback by making it clear that the 
manager is not just identifying performance problems.  
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  Focus on Solving Problems.   A common mistake that managers make in pro-
viding performance feedback is to try to use the session as a chance to punish 
poorly performing employees by telling them how utterly lousy their perfor-
mance is. This only reduces the employees’ self-esteem and increases defensive-
ness, neither of which will improve performance. 

 To improve poor performance, a manager must attempt to solve the problems 
causing it. This entails working with the employee to determine the actual cause 
and then agreeing on how to solve it. For example, a salesperson’s failure to 
meet a sales goal may be the result of lack of a proper sales pitch, lack of product 
knowledge, or stolen sales by another salesperson. Each of these causes requires 
a different solution. Without a problem-solving approach, however, the correct 
solution might never be identified.  

  Focus Feedback on Behavior or Results, Not on the Person.   One of the most 
important things to do when giving negative feedback is to avoid questioning 
the employee’s worth as a person. This is best accomplished by focusing the 
discussion on the employee’s behaviors or results, not on the employee. Saying 
“You’re screwing up! You’re just not motivated!” will bring about more defen-
siveness and ill feelings than stating “You did not meet the deadline that you 
agreed to because you spent too much time on another project.”  

  Minimize Criticism.   Obviously, if an individual’s performance is below stan-
dard, some criticism must take place. However, an effective manager should 
resist the temptation to reel off a litany of offenses. Having been confronted with 
the performance problem, an employee often agrees that a change is in order. 
However, if the manager continues to come up with more and more examples of 
low performance, the employee may get defensive.  

  Agree to Specific Goals and Set a Date to Review Progress.   The importance 
of goal setting cannot be overemphasized. It is one of the most effective moti-
vators of performance.  89   Research has demonstrated that it results in increased 
satisfaction, motivation to improve, and performance improvement.  90   Besides 
setting goals, the manager must also set a specific follow-up date to review the 
employee’s performance toward the goal. This provides an added incentive for 
the employee to take the goal seriously and work toward achieving it.       

 EVIDENCE-BASED HR 
 Like most businesses, Google had files of data about managers—results of per-
formance reviews, surveys measuring employee attitudes, and nominations for 
management awards. Google used its expertise in analyzing large amounts of 
data to find what is most relevant to use its database on managers to identify a 
profile of the kind of manager whose team is most successful. The company’s 
people analytics group (which brings together psychologists, MBAs, and data 
mining experts) analyzed 10,000 observations about managers in terms of more 
than 100 variables, looking for patterns. The initial finding was a surprise to 
some at a company that had once operated without managers: teams with good 
managers outperform teams with bad managers. But what makes a good man-
ager? Under the leadership of Google’s HR vice president, the company dis-
tilled its findings into a list of the behaviors that get results:
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  What Managers Can Do to Diagnose 
Performance Problems and Manage 
Employees’ Performance  
 As we emphasized in the previous discussion, employees need performance 
feedback to improve their current job performance. As we discuss in Chapter 9,
“Employee Development,” performance feedback is also needed for employ-
ees to develop their knowledge and skills for the future. In addition to under-
standing how to effectively give employees performance feedback, managers 
need to be able to diagnose the causes of performance problems and take actions 
to improve and maintain employee performance. For example, giving perfor-
mance feedback to marginal employees may not be sufficient for improving 
their performance.  

   DIAGNOSING THE CAUSES OF POOR PERFORMANCE 
 Many different reasons can cause an employee’s poor performance. For exam-
ple, poor performance can be due to lack of employee ability, misunderstand-
ing of performance expectations, lack of feedback, or the need for training an 
employee who does not have the knowledge and skills needed to meet the 
performance standards. When diagnosing the causes of poor performance it 
is important to consider whether the poor performance is detrimental to the 
business. That is, is poor performance critical to completing the job and does 
it affect business results? If it is detrimental, then the next step is to conduct a 
performance analysis to determine the cause of poor performance. The different 
factors that should be considered in analyzing poor performance are shown in 

 LO 8-10 
 Identify the cause of a 
performance problem. 

   1. Be a good coach.  
  2. Empower your team, and don’t micromanage.  
  3. Express interest in team members’ success and personal well-being.  
  4. Don’t be a sissy: Be productive and results-oriented.  
  5. Be a good communicator, and listen to your team.  
  6. Help your employees with career development.  
  7. Have a clear vision and strategy for the team.  
  8. Have key technical skills so you can help advise the team.    

 By building performance measures including the eight behaviors, Google 
was able to evaluate its managers’ performance and identify those who needed 
to improve in particular areas. It developed training programs in the eight types 
of desired behavior. Before and after providing performance appraisals, train-
ing, and coaching, Google conducted surveys to gauge managers’ performance. 
It measured a significant improvement in manager quality for 75% of its lowest-
performing managers. 

 SOURCE: A. Bryant, “Google’s Quest to Build a Better Boss,”  The New York Times,  March 12, 2011,  www.nytimes.
com ; Clara Byrne, “People Analytics: How Google Does HR by the Numbers,”  VentureBeat,  September 20, 2011, 
 http://venturebeat.com ; P. Galagan, “Measure for Measure,”  T   1   D,  May 2011, pp. 28–30. 
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 Figure 8.8 . For example, if an employee understands the expected level of per-
formance, has been given sufficient feedback, understands the consequences, 
but lacks the knowledge and skills needed to meet the performance standard, 
this suggests that the manager may want to consider training the employee to 
improve performance, moving the employee to a different job that better fits 
that person’s skills, or discharging the employee and making sure that selec-
tion methods to find a new employee measure the level of knowledge and skills 
needed to perform the job.  

Does the employee recognize what he or she is supposed to do?

Are the job flow and procedures logical?

Do employees have the resources (tools, equipment, technology, time) needed for
 successful performance?

Are other job demands interfering with good performance in this area?

Input

Does the employee have the necessary skills and knowledge needed?

Does the employee know why the desired performance level is important?

Is the employee mentally, physically, and emotionally able to perform at the
 expected level?

Employee Characteristics

Has the employee been given information about his or her performance?

Is performance feedback relevant, timely, accurate, specific, and understandable?

Feedback

Do performance standards exist?

Does the employee know the desired level of expected performance?

Does the employee believe she or he can reach the performance standard?

Performance Standard/Goals

Are consequences (rewards, incentives) aligned with good performance?

Are the consequences of performance valuable to the employee?

Are performance consequences given in a timely manner?

Do work group or team norms encourage employees not to meet

performance standards?

Consequences

 Figure 8.8 
 Factors to Consider 
in Analyzing Poor 
Performance  

 SOURCES: Based on G. Rummler, “In Search of the Holy Performance Grail,”  Training and Development,  April 
1996, pp. 26–31; C. Reinhart, “How to Leap over Barriers to Performance,”  Training and Development,  January 
2000, pp. 20–24; F. Wilmouth, C. Prigmore, and M. Bray, “HPT Models: An Overview of the Major Models in the 
Field,”  Performance Improvement  41 (2002), pp. 14–21. 
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 After conducting the performance analysis, managers should meet with the 
employee to discuss the results, agree to the next steps that the manager and 
employee will take to improve performance (e.g., training, providing resources, 
giving more feedback), discuss the consequences of failing to improve perfor-
mance, and set a time line for improvement. This type of discussion is most 
beneficial if it occurs more frequently than the quarterly or yearly performance 
review, so performance issues can be quickly dealt with before they have 
adverse consequences for the company (and the employee). Below we discuss 
the actions that should be considered for different types of employees.  

  ACTIONS FOR MANAGING EMPLOYEES’ PERFORMANCE 
  Table 8.12  shows actions for the manager to take with four different types of 
employees. As the table highlights, managers need to take into account employ-
ees’ ability, motivation, or both in considering ways to improve performance. 
To determine an employee’s level of ability, a manager should consider if he 
or she has the knowledge, skills, and abilities needed to perform effectively. 
Lack of ability may be an issue if an employee is new or the job has recently 
changed. To determine employees’ level of motivation, managers need to con-
sider if employees are doing a job they want to do and if they feel they are being 
appropriately paid or rewarded. A sudden negative change in an employee’s 
performance may indicate personal problems.  

   ABILITY 

   HIGH  LOW 

    High  

  Solid performers  
     • Reward good performance  
   • Identify development 

opportunities  
   • Provide honest, direct 

feedback    

  Misdirected effort  
     • Coaching  
   • Frequent performance 

feedback  
   • Goal setting  
   • Training or temporary 

assignment for skill 
development  

   • Restructured job assignment    
  MOTIVATION  

  Low  

  Underutilizers  
     • Give honest, direct 

feedback  
   • Provide counseling  
   • Use team building and 

conflict resolution  
   • Link rewards to 

performance outcomes  
   • Offer training for needed 

knowledge or skills  
   • Manage stress levels    

  Deadwood  
     • Withholding pay increases  
   • Demotion  
   • Outplacement  
   • Firing  
   • Specific, direct feedback 

on performance 
problems    

 SOURCE: Based on M. London,  Job Feedback  (Mahwah, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, 1997), pp. 96–97. 
Used by permission. 

 Table 8.12 
 Ways to Manage 
Employees’ 
Performance 
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 Employees with high ability and motivation include likely good and out-
standing performers  (solid performers).   Table  8.12  emphasizes that managers 
should not ignore employees with high ability and high motivation. Managers 
should provide development opportunities to keep them satisfied and effective. 
Some individuals who are outstanding or good performers may be candidates 
for leadership positions within the company. As a result they will need chal-
lenging development experiences and exposure to different aspects of the busi-
ness. These employees would be considered “A players” (see  Table  8.3 ). We 
discuss development experiences in Chapter 9. Other employees may not desire 
positions with managerial responsibility. These employees need development 
opportunities to help keep them engaged in their work and to avoid obsoles-
cence. These employees would be considered B players in  Table  8.3 . Finally, 
there are different reasons why employees are considered poor performers 
(C players shown in  Table 8.3 ). Poor performance resulting from lack of ability 
but not motivation  (misdirected effort)  may be improved by skill development 
activities such as training or temporary assignments. Managers with employees 
who have the ability but lack motivation  (underutilizers)  need to consider actions 
that focus on interpersonal problems or incentives. These actions include mak-
ing sure that incentives or rewards that the employee values are linked to perfor-
mance and making counseling available to help employees deal with personal 
problems or career or job dissatisfaction. Chronic poor performance by employ-
ees with low ability and motivation  (deadwood)  indicates that outplacement or 
firing may be the best solution.    

  Developing and Implementing a System 
That Follows Legal Guidelines 
  We now discuss the legal issues and constraints affecting performance manage-
ment. Because performance measures play a central role in such administra-
tive decisions as promotions, pay raises, and discipline, employees who sue an 
organization over these decisions ultimately attack the measurement systems on 
which the decisions were made. Two types of cases have dominated: discrimi-
nation and unjust dismissal. 

 In discrimination suits, the plaintiff often alleges that the performance mea-
surement system unjustly discriminated against the plaintiff because of age, race, 
or gender. Many performance measures are subjective, and we have seen that 
individual biases can affect them, especially when those doing the measuring 
harbor racial or gender stereotypes. For example, in 2002, Ford Motors settled 
two class action lawsuits for $10.5 million.  91   Ford said it needed a forced ranking 
system because its culture discouraged candor in performance evaluations. Ford 
Motors Performance Management System involved grading 1,800 middle man-
agers as A, B, or C. Managers who received a C for one year received no bonus; 
two years at the C level meant possible demotion and termination. Ten percent 
of the managers were to be graded as C. But some employees claimed the system 
had a negative impact on older, white workers because they received a larger 
proportion of C grades. Eventually, Ford eliminated the forced ranking system. 

 In  Brito v. Zia,  the Supreme Court essentially equated performance measures 
with selection tests.  92   It ruled that the  Uniform Guidelines on Employee Selec-
tion Procedures  apply to evaluating the adequacy of a performance appraisal 
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instrument. This ruling presents a challenge to those involved in developing 
performance measures, because a substantial body of research on race discrimi-
nation in performance rating has demonstrated that both white and black rat-
ers give higher ratings to members of their own racial group, even after rater 
training.  93   There is also evidence that the discriminatory biases in performance 
rating are worse when one group makes up a small percentage of the work-
group. When the vast majority of the group is male, females receive lower rat-
ings; when the minority is male, males receive lower ratings.  94   

 In the second type of suit, an unjust dismissal suit, the plaintiff claims that the 
dismissal was for reasons other than those the employer claims. For example, 
an employee who works for a defense contractor might blow the whistle on the 
company for defrauding the government. If the company fires the employee, 
claiming poor performance, the employee may argue that the firing was, in fact, 
because of blowing the whistle on the employer—in other words, that the dis-
missal was unjust. The court case will likely focus on the performance measure-
ment system used as the basis for claiming the employee’s performance was 
poor. Unjust dismissal also can result from terminating for poor performance 
an employee who has a history of favorable reviews and raises. This may occur 
especally when a new evaluation system is introduced that results in more 
experienced older employees receiving unsatisfactory reviews. Rewarding 
poor performers or giving poor performers positive evaluations because of an 
unwillingness to confront a performance issue undermines the credibility of any 
performance management system. This makes it difficult to defend termination 
decisions based on a performance appraisal system. 

 Because of the potential costs of discrimination and unjust dismissal suits, 
an organization needs to determine exactly what the courts consider a legally 
defensible performance management system. Based on reviews of such court 
decisions, we offer the following characteristics of a system that will withstand 
legal scrutiny.  95   

    1. The system should be developed by conducting a valid job analysis that 
ascertains the important aspects of job performance. The requirements for 
job success should be clearly communicated to employees.  

   2. The system should be based on either behaviors or results; evaluations of 
ambiguous traits should be avoided. Also, performance discussions should 
focus on work behavior and results other than questioning potential under-
lying reasons for behavior and results such as a physical or mental disability.  

   3. Raters should be trained in how to use the system rather than simply given 
the materials and left to interpret how to conduct the appraisal.  

   4. There should be some form of review by upper-level managers of all the 
performance ratings, and there should be a system for employees to appeal 
what they consider to be an unfair evaluation.  

   5. The organization should provide some form of performance counseling or 
corrective guidance to help poor performers improve their performance 
before being dismissed. Both short- and long-term performance goals 
should be included.  

   6. Multiple raters should be used, particularly if an employee’s performance is 
unlikely to be seen by only one rating source such as manager or customer. 
At a minimum, employees should be asked to comment on their appraisals. 
There should be a dialogue between the manager and the employee.  

   7. Performance evaluations need to be documented.                  
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 A LOOK BACK 
 The story that opened this chapter discussed how companies redesign their Per-
formance Management systems in order to evaluate what employees accomplish 
and how they do this.

QUESTIONS
 1. Explain why peer or co-worker evaluations might be necessary to evaluate 

values.
 2. Do you think evaluations of values and their related behavior should receive 

equal, more, or less weight than evaluation of objectives in employees’ per-
formance evaluation? Why?

 3. Progressive and larger companies have often formulated their corporate val-
ues. If a company has no written corporate values, what can you do and what 
questions can you ask to gain insight into what the company stands for? 

 Measuring and managing performance is a challeng-
ing enterprise and one of the keys to gaining competi-
tive advantage. Performance management systems 
serve strategic, administrative, and developmen-
tal purposes—their importance cannot be overesti-
mated. A performance measurement system should 
be evaluated against the criteria of strategic congru-
ence, validity, reliability, acceptability, and specific-
ity. Measured against these criteria, the comparative, 
attribute, behavioral, results, and quality approaches 
have different strengths and weaknesses. Thus, decid-
ing which approach and which source of performance 
information are best depends on the job in question. 

Effective managers need to be aware of the issues 
involved in determining the best method or combina-
tion of methods for their particular situations. In addi-
tion, once performance has been measured, a major 
component of a manager’s job is to feed that perfor-
mance information back to employees in a way that 
results in improved performance rather than defen-
siveness and decreased motivation. Managers should 
take action based on the causes for poor performance: 
ability, motivation, or both. Managers must be sure 
that their performance management system can meet 
legal scrutiny, especially if it is used to discipline or 
fire poor performers. 

 SUMMARY 

 KEY TERMS 
   Performance management, 347  
  Performance appraisal, 347  
  Performance feedback, 347  
  Strategic congruence, 353  
  Validity, 355  

  Reliability, 355  
  Acceptability, 356  
  Specificity, 356  
  Competencies, 367  
  Competency model, 367  

  Kaizen, 375  
  Upward feedback, 380  
  360-degree appraisal, 382  
  Appraisal politics, 386  
  Calibration meetings, 387   

    1. What are examples of administrative decisions that 
might be made in managing the performance of 
professors? Developmental decisions?  

   2. What would you consider the strategy of your 
university (e.g., research, undergraduate teaching, 
graduate teaching, a combination)? How might the 

performance management system for faculty mem-
bers fulfill its strategic purpose of eliciting the types 
of behaviors and results required by this strategy?  

   3. What do you think is the most important step 
shown in the model of the effective performance 
management process? Justify your answer.  

 DISCUSSION QUESTIONS 
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 How do you like getting feedback? To test your atti-
tudes toward feedback, take the following quiz. Read 
each statement, and write A next to each statement 
you agree with. If you disagree with the statement, 
write D. 
    _____  1.  I like being told how well I am doing on a 

project.  
   _____  2.  Even though I may think I have done a good 

job, I feel a lot more confident when someone 
else tells me so.  

   _____  3.  Even when I think I could have done some-
thing better, I feel good when other people 
think well of me for what I have done.  

   _____  4.  It is important for me to know what people 
think of my work.  

   _____  5.  I think my instructor would think worse of me 
if I asked him or her for feedback.  

   _____  6.  I would be nervous about asking my instruc-
tor how she or he evaluates my behavior in 
class.  

   _____  7.  It is not a good idea to ask my fellow stu-
dents for feedback; they might think I am 
incompetent.  

   _____  8.  It is embarrassing to ask other students for 
their impression of how I am doing in class.  

   _____   9.  It would bother me to ask the instructor for 
feedback.  

   _____  10.  It is not a good idea to ask the instructor for 
feedback because he or she might think I am 
incompetent.  

   _____  11.  It is embarrassing to ask the instructor for 
feedback.  

   _____  12.  It is better to try to figure out how I am doing 
on my own, rather than to ask other students 
for feedback.   

 For statements 1–4, add the total number of As:  _____  
 For statements 5–12, add the total number of As:  _____  
 For statements 1–4, the greater the number of As, the 
greater your preference for and trust in feedback from 
others. For statements 5–12, the greater the number of 
As, the greater the risk you believe there is in asking 
for feedback. 

 How might this information be useful in under-
standing how you react to feedback in school or on the 
job? 

 SOURCES: Based on D. B. Fedor, R. B. Rensvold, and S. M. Adams, 

“An Investigation of Factors Expected to Affect Feedback Seeking: A 

Longitudinal Field Study,”  Personnel Psychology  45 (1992), pp. 779–805; 

S. J. Asford, “Feedback Seeking in Individual Adaptation: A Resource 

Perspective,”  Academy of Management Journal  29 (1986), pp. 465–87. 

 SELF-ASSESSMENT EXERCISE 

   4. What sources of performance information would 
you use to evaluate faculty members’ performance?  

   5. What are the advantages and disadvantages of a 
performance management system that evaluates 
values?  

   6. Think of the last time you had a conflict with 
another person, either at work or at school. Using 
the guidelines for performance feedback, how 
would you provide effective performance feedback 
to that person?  

   7. Explain what fairness has to do with performance 
management.  

   8. Why might a manager intentionally distort 
appraisal results? What would you recommend to 
minimize this problem?  

   9. Can electronic monitoring of performance ever be 
acceptable to employees? Explain.  

   10. A delivery driver contaminated a hospital’s oxy-
gen supply by refilling the hospital’s main oxygen 
supply line with trichloroethane, a mild anes-
thetic. Following detection of the contamination, 
all patients were switched to oxygen tanks and no 
patients were injured. How would you diagnose 
the cause of this performance problem? Explain.  

   11. How can the use of social media such as Facebook 
and Twitter-like applications benefit the perfor-
mance management process?   

 Baxter Healthcare Corporation has an automated 
goal-alignment system that about half of its 55,000 
employees participate in. At Baxter the process starts 
with the company’s top strategic goals known as the 

four Bs (Best Team, Best Partner, Best Investments, 
Best Citizen). The executive team creates goals under 
each category. The top 150 executives then develop 
their goals which are distributed to employees. The 

 EXERCISING STRATEGY 
 Cascading Goals 
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  Financial distress plagued Scripps Health, a private 
nonprofit community health system located in San 
Diego, California. The company was losing money, the 
chief executive officer resigned, turnover among nurses 
was high, and employee morale was poor. Under the 
leadership of a new CEO, a new strategic plan was 
developed that included streamlining business opera-
tions, increasing the efficiencies of operations, and 
improving employee satisfaction and performance. 
Implementation of the strategic plan was successful. 

 A new performance management system that 
focused on leadership development, metrics, recogni-
tion of employees and business unit performance, and 
using compensation to motivate employees was a key 
contributor to the successful turnaround of Scripps 
Health. Scripps Health performance management 
system plays an important role in helping Scripps 
Health motivate and engage employees, which leads 
to delighting customers through providing excellent 
patient care and service. 

 Patient admissions and donations are high and 
employee turnover dropped below industry stan-
dards. Today, Scripps Health system includes five 
acute-care hospitals, more than 23 primary and spe-
cialty care outpatient clinics, home health care ser-
vices, and more than 2,600 affiliated physicians and 
13,000 employees. Scripps also provides health educa-
tion and wellness events and programs such as exer-
cise classes, heart health seminars, parenting classes, 
and fund raising events across San Diego County. 

Since 2008 Scripps has been named one of the 100 Best 
Companies to Work For by  Fortune  magazine. 

 Performance managements is part of Scripps’ 
annual planning, business strategy, financial and 
operations processes through collaboration between 
HR, finance, strategic planning, and operations 
departments. This helps ensure that the performance 
management process helps Scripps meet its strategic 
business goals and employees engage in behaviors 
that support the achievement of these goals. The per-
formance appraisal evaluates employees on annual 
objectives and behaviors related to the Scripps core 
values (respect, quality, and efficiency). The perfor-
mance management process is aligned for all employ-
ees in the organization including board and senior 
executive management and staff employees. Also, 
Scripps Health performance management process 
encourages managers and employees to work together 
in evaluating performance, setting measurable goals, 
indentifying areas for performance improvement, and 
recognizing excellent performance. 

 HR introduced an automated, online performance 
evaluation that simplified the performance man-
agement process. Managers can more easily track 
employee performance strengths and weaknesses and 
ensure performance appraisals are valid by linking 
them to the job description. The online system makes 
it easier for managers to set personal, employee, and 
department goals that are linked to functional and 
organizational goals (a process known as “cascading” 

 MANAGING PEOPLE 
   Performance Management Helps Turn Around a Healthcare Organization 

goals are collected in a performance management 
system. A website provides guidance on how to write 
goals, and achievement results are shared with the 
company’s performance review and compensation 
systems. A manager of e-procurement of suppliers 
at Baxter who reports to the VP of purchasing says, 
“The biggest value is the digitization and consistent 
fashion of performance information. Historically 
we’d put this information into filing cabinets and 
pull it out once or twice a year. What this process is, 
really, is a tool that provides me with an opportunity 
to better understand Baxter’s expectations of me and 
my team.” 

  QUESTIONS 
    1. How does this type of goal-setting process contrib-

ute to effective performance management?  

   2. Baxter uses a website to provide guidance on how 
to write goals. What are the characteristics of effec-
tive goals and objectives that should be emphasized 
on the website?  

   3. What are the potential disadvantages of relying 
entirely on goals or objectives for performance 
management? What recommendations would you 
give, if any, to Baxter to increase the effectiveness of 
this system?   

 SOURCE: K. Tyler, “Performance Art,”  HR Magazine,  August 2005, 

pp. 58–63; M. Hayes, “Goals Oriented,”  Information Week,  March 10, 

2003, from  Information Week  website at  www.informationweek.com ; 

D. Silverstone, “Paperless Performance Reviews,”  HR Professional,  
February 2005,  www.hrpao.org/HRPAO/KnowledgeCentre/

HRProfessional/newscluster/Paperless+Performance+Reviews.htm , 

retrieved: February 19, 2005; and M. Totty, “The Dreaded Performance 

Review,”  The Wall Street Journal,  November 27, 2006, p. R7.  
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goal setting). Also, the online performance manage-
ment system helps managers review and track their 
own, their employees’, and the department’s progress 
in reaching performance goals. 

 One of the most important uses for performance 
management systems is to help motivate and reward 
employees for effective performance. Scripps Health 
uses its performance management system to help 
determine pay increases and reward bonuses. Employ-
ees can receive annual pay increases up to 5% based 
on their performance appraisals. Scripps also has a 
gainsharing program called “Success Shares” which 
helps motivate and reward teamwork. Gainshar-
ing programs such as Success Shares are designed to 
reward outstanding patient care and employee con-
tributions toward financial performance based on the 
overall performance of their department or business 
unit. Employees only receive rewards if department or 
business unit goals and objectives are met or exceeded. 
Rewards are calculated using formulas which include 
a combination of patient satisfaction scores and finan-
cial objectives. For example, one year Scripps paid out 
$7.8 million to more than 9,300 employees. On average 
these employees received $900 with a maximum pay-
out of five days’ pay. 

 For successful performance management, employ-
ees need to receive effective and timely performance 
feedback from their managers. Employees need to 

receive feedback on a day-to-day basis as well as dur-
ing the formal annual performance review. In addi-
tion, managers need to understand how to set goals 
that link employee performance to department and 
business goals. To facilitate effective performance 
management, Scripps managers receive extensive per-
formance management education and training. Also, 
managers’ performance evaluation includes leader-
ship competencies including character, relationships, 
serve, change, and results which help hold them 
accountable for evaluating and developing employees.      

  QUESTIONS 
    1. The chapter discusses five criteria for effective per-

formance appraisals: strategic congruence, validity, 
reliability, acceptability, and specificity. Evaluate 
the Scripps Health appraisal system on each crite-
rion, that is, decide whether the appraisal system 
meets the criterion, falls short of the criterion, or 
exceeds the criterion. Provide evidence of each.  

   2. What are the strengths and weaknesses of online 
appraisal systems such as the one used by Scripps 
Health? What changes would you recommend for 
the system to improve its weaknesses?        

 SOURCES: Based on S. J. Wells, “Prescription for a Turnaround,”  

HR Magazine,  June 2009, pp. 88–94; website for Scripps Health at  

www.scripps.org.  

 Brian Conrad, the practice manager of Meadow Hills 
Veterinary Center, makes a claim that sounds a lot like 
statements you often hear in management and HR 
circles: “The staff is my number one asset in this hos-
pital.” Sometimes statements like that are puffery, but 
in Conrad’s case, he puts the claim into action in the 
way he handles performance management at his two 
Washington State facilities. 

 Because the organization is small, appraisal inter-
views are handled at the highest level: each employee 
being evaluated meets with Conrad and the owners 
of the practice. Conrad wants them to be full par-
ticipants in the process, not nervous subjects under a 
microscope, so he tries to put them at ease by giving 
employees a few months to look over evaluation forms 
ahead of time, so they can see what measures will be 
evaluated. He also keeps the meetings regular and pre-
dictable by scheduling a meeting with each employee 
twice a year. 

 Conrad also tries to dial down the tension by sepa-
rating compensation discussions from performance 
evaluations. In his experience, employees don’t listen 
well to feedback if they’re busy calculating whether 
the review will qualify them for a raise. Instead, Con-
rad meets twice a year with the owners to go over the 
budget and all the employees’ contributions. Raises 
and bonuses are determined in those meetings and 
awarded to employees in meetings separate from the 
appraisal interviews. This keeps the appraisals focused 
on what is getting in the way of top performance and 
how employees can improve. 

 Conrad also tries to keep appraisal interviews posi-
tive by not waiting for appraisal time to address per-
formance problems. His understanding of his position 
is that he is responsible for addressing performance 
problems as they arise. When a situation can’t be 
resolved by a few words from a supervisor, Conrad 
invites the employee and his or her supervisor to join 

 HR IN SMALL BUSINESS 
 Performance Management at Meadow Hills Veterinary Center 
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 NOTES 

him for lunch away from the workplace. There they 
discuss the issue and look for a solution. 

 Conrad doesn’t limit communication and feedback 
to problems. He tries to know employees and their 
work situations better by looking for informal oppor-
tunities for two-way communication. If he needs to 
run an errand or attend a community event, he invites 
one of the employees to accompany him and uses that 
time to ask about their career goals and how they feel 
about their work. Often, he uncovers opportunities 
for employees to develop and use untapped skills. In 
one case, a part-time administrative employee indi-
cated she was interested in full-time work. Over lunch, 
Conrad and the employee mapped out possible career 
paths, and she decided to get involved in treatment of 
the animals. She continued to apply her administrative 
skills by coordinating surgeries and dentistry, and she 
enrolled in continuing-education classes so she could 
assist in the treatment area. 

 This approach to performance management is part 
of a larger objective at Meadow Hills. Conrad says he 
promised employees, “No team member will leave 
the practice feeling unchallenged, concede to a lack 
of direction, or have professional growth hindered.” 
Keeping that promise requires a combination of care-
ful hiring, ongoing training, and honest review of any 
mistakes that are made. When employees don’t per-
form up to expectations, managers evaluate whether 
changes are needed in training or hiring. Conrad 

expects that employees will keep their part of the bar-
gain by showing a willingness to try new opportuni-
ties and participate in problem solving. If employees 
aren’t willing to buy into this culture, Conrad won’t 
keep them on board. But apparently not many want 
to leave. While the rate of employee turnover for 
the veterinary industry is about 30%, turnover of 
Meadow Hills has fallen from 25% several years ago 
to just 10% soon after Conrad made his promise to 
employees. 

  QUESTIONS 
    1. Based on the information given, discuss how well 

the performance management at Meadow Hills Vet-
erinary Center meets its strategic, administrative, 
and developmental purposes.  

   2. What methods for measuring employee perfor-
mance do you think would be most beneficial for 
Meadow Hills? Why?  

   3. Evaluate Brian Conrad’s approach to appraisal 
interviews. Write a paragraph or two summarizing 
what Conrad is doing well and how he might fur-
ther improve the effort.   

 SOURCES: “Four Ways to Add Value to Employee Evaluations,” 

 Veterinary Economics,  January 2010, Business & Company Resource 

Center,  http://galenet.galegroup.com ; “Help Me to Help You,” 

 Veterinary Economics,  August 2008, Business & Company Resource 

Center,  http://galenet.galegroup.com ; and Brian Conrad, “Make the 

Promise: Keep Your Team,”  Veterinary Economics,  May 2008, Business & 

Company Resource Center,  http://galenet.galegroup.com .  
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